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Abstract 

An analytical method based on the boundary vdue method is presented, which 

gives the field solution for annular slot array antemas fed by a radial waveguide or cavify, 

and loaded by dielectnc layen and array of conducting rings. The appropnate Green's 

functions for different regions of the antenna due to magnetic and electric current rings are 

obtained. Then, the induced magnetic current over the slots and electric cument on the 

conducting rings are expanded into a Fourier series with unknown coefficients. The final 

formulation is achieved by employing the Green's fünctions and applying the boundary 

conditions. The result is a linear system of equations. The unkuown coefficients of Fourier 

senes are obtained by solving this system of equations. Then, the electric field just above 

the last layer is found and the induced magnetic current is written in tenns of the electric 

field. The far field formulation is derived using this magnetic current. The method is 

confirrned through cornparison of its results with those of available numericai methods 

and good agreement is obtained. In cornparison to these numerical methods, the proposed 

method is more efficient in computation time and memory requirement. 

The formulation is used to study the effects of dielectric loading and conducting 

ring loading. It is shown that both methods can improve the annular slot array antenna 

performance. The benefits and problerns associateci with each configuration are discussed 

and the effects of various parameters are investigated. Finite structures are also 

investigated, where open cavities with and without chokes and dielectric cover are used to 

shape the radiation patterns and improve the performance. 
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Chapter 1 
I 1 

INTRODUCTION AND 

Wireless and satellite communications are becoming increasingly important for 

business and private use. Wireless communication has changed Our way of life and work. 

In recent years, internet has also become another means of communication and transfer of  

information. However, the connection for business and homes is not wide-band and cannot 

provide high and rapid data rates. This issue can be resolved using wireless technology. 

However, wireless systems require efficient and high gain antennas at low cost. 

Reflector antemas have been used for high gain applications for many years, but 

they can be expensive and usually very bulky. Recently, printed antennas such as 

microstrip patch and slot antemas became very attractive in wireless communication, 

because of their low profile and lightweight. However, they have limited applications 

because of their Iow gain and narrow bandwidth. Phased array antemas are another 

candidate for high gain applications, but as the number of elernents increases the feeding 



systems become very cornplex. In addition, there is a drop in efficiency when required 

gain value is high. This drop is due to the losses in the feed network. In fact, it is difficult 

to obtain high gain for fiequencies higher than lOGHz due to feed networks losses in 

microstrip array antennas. 

The purpose of this work is to study and develop a planner antenna that is easy to 

fabricate and can be made at low cost. "Annular Slot A m y  Anfenna " enjoys a low weight 

and low profile structures, while it has a simple feeding system. Because of its planar 

structure, it can be integrated with printed circuits. This kind of antenna systems may be 

used quite efficiently as a radiating element for mobile communication systern especially 

in the cases where the volume and size of radiator are crucial parameters. Annular slot 

antema has also applications as the airborne antenna and radiator for locally induced 

hypertherrnia in cancer treatment. 

In general, an array of narrow slots, fed by a radial waveguide, is not a good 

radiator. When the radial waveguide is air filled, the antenna yields low aperture efficiency. 

In addition, the E-plane patterns have very high side lobes. The current work is an attempt 

to improve the antenna aperture efficiency through dielectric loading and some 

modifications in the structure. An analytical solution based on the boundary value method 

was developed to formulate the antenna problern. The method was compared with 

numerical methods and good agreement was achieved. 

The basic element of annular dot array antenna, as shown in Fig. 1.1, is a slotted 



1.2-  TAT TE MENT OF THE PROBCEM 
. .- - - - 

radial waveguide. Slots are co-centered and continues. The radial waveguide is used as the 

feeding system. The excitation source is located in the central region of the radial 

waveguide and its field is expresseci by a summation of the radial waveguide modes. The 

waveguide can be partially or fùlly filled by a dielectric. Therefore, slots can be etched on 

one side of a dielectric substrate. 

Backing the dots with a cavity not only prevents power loss in the parallel-plate 

region, but also helps to shield the antenna and to suppress unwanted radiation via the 

substrate edge. Depending on the excitation, the antenna is capable of radiation in 

broadside or off a x i s  directions. 

probes L/ 

Fig. 1.1. Configuration of "Annular SIot Array Antenna " with two layers of dieleetrie. 

In this work, intinite ground plane has been assumed in ail cases of analytical 

solution. To include the effkct of finite ground plane, one has to perform analysis using 

Geometrical Theory of Difiaction (GTD) which is suggested as future work. 



Dielectric loading has been used in controlling the radiation properties of dipole 

and printed antennas during the last few years. Nurnerous numencal techniques have been 

proposed and refined in the field of computational electromagnetics, such as Finite 

Difference Time Domain (FDTD), Finite EIement (FE), the Transmission Line Method 

(TLM) and Metfiod of Moments (MoM). These methods are developed based on recent 

advances in parallel computing techniques which ailow for the implernentation of 

algorithms. They are efficient in terms of computational cost, in order to solve general 

electromagnetic problems of significant complexity. On the other hand, for special 

problems with sirnpler structures such annular dot array antennas, analytical methods 

which are fast and need less computational facilities seern to be more efficient. Most of the 

existing analytical approaches to the problem of annular slot antenna are based on 

simplified models. Majonty of the methods assume that the aperture field distribution is 

equal to unperturbed field of the feeding waveguide. This means that the effect of al1 the 

higher order modes that are excited due to discontinuity on the slots is neglected. 

Furthermore, most of the existing methods do not consider more than one slot in the 

structure. However, the efficient radiator is generaily formed by more than a single dot. 

The number of slots and their relative location are the key parameters in pattern shaping. 

This means that effective solution must take into account the mutuai coupling between the 

slots. 

The present work is an extension of the work done by Azarbar and Shafai [Il-[4]. 

The boundary value method suggested by them is extended for the case of antenna 

covered with dielectric and loaded with conducting rings. The method was used to 



improve the antenna radiation characteristics. In spite of most of the pewious studies, 

which assume TEM mode as the only excited mode, there is no restriction on the 

excitation. In fact excitation c m  be presented as the surnmation of different radial 

waveguide modes. The boundary condition on slots and dielectric layer were applied to 

create a system of equation in matrix form, which can be solved nurnerically. 

This method is much faster and more efficient than numerical methods and since 

unknowns are only considered on the slots, the number of segments are considerably 

smaller than numerical methods. In fact numerical tools such as Multi-Body 

Electromagnetic S c a t t e ~ g  (MBES) package which uses method of moments for bodies 

of revolution and IE3D Zeland Software were used to solve the problem of dielectric 

loaded annular slot m a y  antennas, at first. But due to some limitations these packages 

were unable to efficiently solve the problem with cavity-backed and multi-layers of 

dielectric. The number of unknowns in Boundary Value Method (BVM) are in the order of 

number of slots, i-e. for the single dot antennas there is only one unknown for both 

original and dielectric loaded antennas. When the conducting ring is added on the top 

depending on the ring width one unknown per 0.1 wavelength of the ring width will be 

added. While for MBES the number of unknowns depends on the structure. For onginal 

antenna, this is about 50 per dot. By adding the dielectric layer it increases to about 100- 

120 per slot. Adding the conducting rings adds about 2 unknowns per 0.1 wavelength for 

ring width. For IE3D there are about 300 unknowns for a single dielectric loaded slot 

antenna, and by adding the ring this increases to 900. For IE3D the nurnber of unknowns 

does not increase linearly by adding the slots. These numbers are for waveguide fed 



antennas and by adding the cavity the numbeer of unknowns increases. 

However. because of the generality of numerical methods, and theu ability to 

mode1 finite structures, they were used later to investigate the effect of finite dielectric and 

some innovations and modifications in the structure which are suggested to irnprove 

circula polarization and reduce the back radiation. 

A review of existing methods for formulation of structures similar to annula slot 

array antennas is presented in Chapter 2. The propsed method for field solution for 

dielectric loaded annular slot array antenna is descnbed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The 

first part of Chapter 3 is a review of Green's fùnctions for radial waveguide and cavity 

with annular slots, derived by Azarbar and Shafai El]. The second part is dedicated to 

denvation of Green's fùnctions for three different new structures: 

1. Magnetic current ring covered with one layer of dielectric 

2. Magnetic current ring covered with one layer of dielectric in combination with 

an electric current nng. 

3. Magnetic current ring covered with two layers of dielectric 

Then branch points and singularities are discussed. 

Using the results fkom Chapter 3, the problerns of annular slot array antenna for 

structures containing dielectric layers or conducting rings are fomulated in Chapter 4. 

Then, the far-field formulation is carried out Finally, The excitation of higher order modes 

is discussed at the end of this chapter. 



Chapter 5 presents some numerical results. The first part descriies the numerical 

simulation programs which were used to confinn the results from proposed method. The 

numerical and analytical methods are used for sirnilar problems and the results are 

compared. The effects of various parameters of the antenna on the radiation characteristics 

are examined using both numencal and analytical methods. New structures are also 

suggested to irnprove antema efficiency and circular polanzation. The dielectnc and 

conducting ring loading effects on the fiequency bandwidth are discussed as well. 

Finally, Chapter 6 surnmarizes the results and presents concluding remarks and 

recommendations for fûture work. 



Chapter 2 
I 1 

In this chapter a review of pnor art is given. It is divided into three sub-sections. 

The first section summarizes the research on the antennas which include annular dots in 

their structure. In the next section p d o u s  work on dielectric loading for dot antemas in 

general is reviewed and the third section is dedicated to the literature about radial slot line 

The problern of circular diffiction antenna, which consists of a coaxial waveguide 

fitted in an infinite-plane conducting baffle and open to free space, was considered by 

Levine and Papas in 1950 CS]. The antenna was assumed to operate with a single 

propagation mode (the pnnciple mode) in coaxial region. The principle mode of coaxial 

waveguide has no angular variation in any plane normal to its propagation direction. 



In search for new antennas, at the end of the 1950s, Keily introduced the concept 

of arznzdar- dot planar antenna [6].  Goebels and Kelly dernonstrated the use of this kind of 

antenna in the eariy 60's in [7] and 181. in 171, the analysis and design of antennas which 

can radiate circular, linear or elliptical polarization by adjustment of feed circuit were 

discussed. The dots were Iocated on upper plates of radial waveguide and were composeci 

of annular slots, with each annulus consisting of a discrete number of crossed dots 

(Fig.2.1) - Both standing wave (cavity-backed) and travelling wave antemas (with match 

absorber at the end) were discussed. ûnly single mode (TMoi) was considered and 

magnetic fields in the radial waveguide were taken as the excitation, then the location of 

the slots were defined so that radial and angular component of magnetic fields were equal. 

This would give the linear polarization. To radiate arbitrary elliptical polarization, two 

TMol modes of the appropnate amplitude and phase are required. The arbitrary 

polarization, however, is achievable only in the region of the main bearn and nearin lobes. 

For standing wave antenna, the cavity was fed at its centre nom a circular waveguide. 

Fig. 2.1. "Single Annular Slot Antenna " (top view) [7]. 



Based on this antenna a monopulse antenna was proposed [8]. Monopulse 

operation was obtained by dividing the transmission line into four independently excited 

quadrants, each of which was propagating a field configuration identical to the dominant 

TElo radial waveguide mode. Again the field on the slots were assumed to be the 

dominant propagating mode inside the radial waveguide and the far fields were 

approximated by the far fields for continues annular slot. Slots were tilted such that gain 

becarne maximum. 

Cavity-backed annular slot antenna has also been studied in [9]. Both cylindrical 

and coaxial cavity were considered and variational techniques were used to solve the 

problem, An idealized source with no azimuthal variation was assumed. The method is not 

applicable for higher order modes and deep cavities. The numencal calculaîion 

emphasizes narrow slots and shallow cavities. Dielectric cavity loadhg was also found to 

decrease the size of resonant cavity in the pnce of decreasing the bandwidth. 

The problem of a flush-mounted annular slot antenna, driven by an incident 

current wzve in a coaxial line, was studied by Chang [l O]. In his study, he considered the 

effect of higher order TMo, modes to the admittance and near field distribution. The 

analytical and closed fonn expressions for the input admittance and the near field 

distribution were obtained by approximating the integral equation for aperture field and 

sub sequentl y solvïng the equation indirectly with conformal transfomi technique. The 

method is only applicable to problems involving n m w  apertures. 

Theory of the annular slot antenna was developed based on the principle of duality 

in [Il]. The electric field in the slot wss replaced by the magnetic current. Then the image 



theorem was used. The magnetic vector potential was written in terms of this magnetic 

current. It was assumed that the electric field on the slot was due to TEM mode in the 

coaxial line. 

An analysis of the radiation pattern produceci by the open-ended radial waveguide 

with Transverse Magnetic (TM) mode excitation was presented by Holst [12]. The fields 

inside the waveguide for TM modes were replaced by equivalent magnetic and electnc 

currents and the far-field was deterrnined using these currents. 

The problern of a TEM excited annular slot antenna embedded in an infinite 

perfectly conducting ground plane (Fig.2.2) was solved using a boundary value treatment 

in [13]. The effect of higher order TM modes which exist in the vicinity of aperture was 

included in the solution. A closed form solution for the antema admittance was given. 

Plane 

Fig. 2.2. Annular dot antenna geornetry [ 131. 

Azarbar and Shafai [1]-[4] developed a boundary value method for the annular dot 

array antenna (Fig.2.3). In spite of most of the pervious studies, which assume TEM mode 

as the only excited mode, there was no restriction on the excitation. Excitation can be 



presented as the summation of different radial waveguide modes. The effect of al1 the 

higher order modes, which are excited in the vicinity of slots, and also mutual coupling 

between the dots were included in the solution. The result of applying boundary condition 

on the tangentid magnetic field on slots, was a system of equation, which can be solved 

using the Galerkin's method. The only assumption made was that the dot  width is 

elecûicall y small enough to suppress the azimuthally directed induced currents over their 

surfaces. 

A z S ~ O ~ S  

I radial waveguide 

Fig.2.3. Typical annular dot a m y  fed by a radial waveguide [3]. 

Butler and Keshavamurthy [14] developed an integral equation for annular slot 

antema on radial waveguide. Excitation was assumed to have no angular dependency 

(TEM mode). Green's function for inside the waveguide was obtained, and by enforcing 

of continuity of magnetic field on the dots the integral equation was found and solved 

numerically using the method of moments. The pulse functions were used as basis 

functions. Similar method was used by Nevels et al. [IS] to fonn and solve an integral 

equation for a coaxiaiiy fed annular aperture antenna. Both îhe coaxial probe opening into 

a ground plane and extending into biological tissue type were studied. in the second case 



the exterior region consisted of air, fat, bone or muscle. The basis hc t ions  used in tbis 

paper were in the form of lh, where r was the radial CO-ordinate. 

A cavity-backed annular slot array directional antenna was patented by Luedtke 

and Bentley [16] for radio dirational hding applications. A single cavity of this shape 

was suggested as an antenna for large aperture array. The second and third cavities with 

slots were added concentrk with the first one to extend the range. 

Fig.2.4. Directional caviîy-backed annulai- dot antenna [16J 

Analysis of a cavity-backed slot antema with one point shorted was performed by 

Morishita et al. [17]. The Green's fimction for cavity was derïved and the magnetic 

current on the slot was found using the method of moments. The current was expanded by 

piecewise sinusoidal functions. The slot aperture was shorted at one point to obtain a wide 

bandwidth or variation in the radiation pattern. It was shown that the polarization c m  be 

changed fiom linear to circular, depenciing upon the position of the short on the slot. 

Munson and Schentzer [18] uitroduced a slot-type antema with unidirectional 

sensitivity. Antenna feed, as shown in Fig.2.5, was in a fom of corporate feed, consisting 

of two non-resonant cavities. The lower cavity had the height of half a wavelength and the 

upper cavity had the height of a quarter of wavelength. In the same reference, they also 

presented an antenna with four annular dots with the feeding network of three cavities. 



They also suggested adding polarizers, which cross the dots at an angle, to suppress cross 

polarization and enhance the directivity. 

Fig. 2.5. Annular dot antenna [18]. 

Chen et al. [19] modeled the strïpline-fed plana. printed aperture antenna elements 

including annular-ring slot antemas. They used triangular-patch b a i s  functions and built 

upon the Mixed Potential integral Equation (MPIE) formulation which accounts for ail 

mutual coupling effects between the stripline and the aperture. The MPIE was solved with 

Galerkin's method. They used this method to investigate the triplate-fed annular ring slot 

antema (Fig.2.6). They shaped the ring by adding two stubs to control the resonance 

fiequency. They snidied the effect of stub dimension on the Circular Polarization (CP). 



Fig.2.6. Configuration of the triplate-fed annirlar ring dot antenna f 19J 

Nikolic [20] developed an empirical mode1 of the annular dot antenna. She 

denved the antenna parameters assuming an electnc field of I / r  form in the dot region. 

Her analysis was based on a transmission line representation of the slot antenna. She 

included the effect of finite ground plane by the use of Geometrical Theory of Difnaction 

(GTD). Later, Nikolic et ai. ([21]-[22]) solved the cavity backed annular slot antenna 

using the Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) with considering inhomogeneously 

filled cavity. The integral equation was solved by variational method. They also used this 

rnethod to solve the coaxial array of annula slots ([23]-[24]), using separate feeds for each 

Zeilinger and Sengupta presented analysis of the dual-fed annular slot antenna 

based on MFIE in [25]. The annular dot was fed via two delta gap feeds with an amplitude 

of unity (Fig.2.7). The slot was resonant and phase difference between two feeds was set 



to excite only the resonant mode. The dual fed amuiar slot showed improved unifonnity 

of the magnetic current distribution. 

Fig-2.7. Dual fed annular slot f25J 

The annular slot antenna was also used as multi-frequency antenna. Tehraai and 

Chang analyzed a single feed multi-fiequency annular dot antema with the method of 

moments [26]. They proposed the structure show in Fig.2.8. A microstrip line was 

coupled electromagneticaily to the dot ring, extended to the centre and coupled to the slot 

ring again at 235 degrees. Microstrip line is lefi open at the end. The fkequency ratio was 

1.3. 

+ H-phne 

,--, Ground Plane/Ring Slot 

Dielcctric 

t 

Microstrip Feed 

*s 

Fig.2.8. Geometry of multi-fequency antenna [26]. 



The effect of dielectric loading as a radome cover bas been investigated by several 

authors. Radome was mainly used for streamlining and protection fiom the extemal 

environment, but dielectric loading is also considered for modeling the lossy environment 

for biomedical applications or irnproving the antenna characteristics. Lens and dielectnc 

resonator excited by dot antemas were also modeled as a dielectric cover in some 

As an early work, Jones [27] considered the problern of dielectric coated, TEM 

mode excited parailel-plate aperture. He determined the input impedance of the structure 

by using the Fourier transform theory, convolution theorem and appropriate boundary 

conditions in the aperture plane. Two cases were considered: 1) effect of the air gap on the 

admittance of dielectric coated aperture antema, and 2) the admittance of an aperture 

antenna coated with an under dense plasma slab. He found that the most signifiant 

changes in input impedance occur whenever the thickness of the first layer of dielectric 

was less than quarter wavelength in dielecûic. Also input impedance was more sensitive 

when the permittivity of the dietectric Iayer was increased or the slot width was reduced. 

Baily and Calvin 1281 derived the input impedance of a circuiar waveguide 

opening onto a dielectric coated ground plane. It was assumed that only the dominant 

mode, TEii mode, was excited at the aperture. Baily [29] also investigated the input 

impedance of dielectric loaded narrow slot in the broad face of a rectangular waveguide, 

when the dominant mode was excited. He used extended OlUier's equivalent circuit for 



rectangular waveguide with a narrow ~ l o t  in the board wall to dielectric coated dot. 

Nevels and Butler [30] fomulated the problem of an infinite slot in a conducting 

screen situated between two dielectric slabs with different electromagnetic properties. The 

slot was illurninated by Transverse Electrk field (TE mode). They deriveci an integrai 

equation in tenns of transverse component of the electric field in the slot or equivalentiy 

the slot magnetic current. Method of moments with pulse basis fùnctions was used to 

solve this equation. In [3 11 the same approach was used to solve the problem of slot in a 

parallel-plate waveguide covered by a dielectric slab with incident TEM wave. Nevels and 

Butler compared the radiation pattern properties of two cases with and without dielectric 

slab. They reported considerable improvement in directivity and recommended devising a 

method of reducing or eliminating the effect of d a c e  wave edge difiaction when the 

ground plane is finite. In [32], Butler developed d y t i c a i  solution for electric field in a 

narrow dot in a conducting screen between two half-spaces. The solution was obtained for 

both TE and TM excitations and expressed as the product of a weight hc t ion  and a series 

of Chebyshev polynomials. 

Kishk and Shafai [333 studied the problern of gain enhancement for an electric 

dipole above finite ground plane and covered with finite dielectnc sheet numerically. They 

used method of moments for bodies of revolution to investigate the effect of different 

parameters and concluded that for finite structures the gain enhancernent is more than that 

for infinite structures. They indicated that the best spacing between dielectric layer and 

ground plane is half a wavelength and the optimum thickness of dielechic was quarter 

wavelength in dielectric. 



Sugio et al. studied dielectric loading of ~ l o t  antennas both theoretically and 

experimentally. In [34], the problem was analyzed using variational technique for both 

finite and infinite dielectric sheets. The problem of dielectric loading for rectangular and 

circular slots were investigated numerically in [3S] and [36] respectively. In [37] Sugio et 

al. studied triplate type dielectric loaded patch experimentally. In the case of rectangular 

slot they showed that a beam tilt is achieved with deviation of the center positions of the 

dielectric. They indicated that dielectric loading spreads the frequency bandwidth for the 

case of finite dielectric. In the array of circular slots loaded with circular cylindrical 

dielectric loads, they were able to reduce the grating lobes even when the spacing was 

wider han a wavelength- 

Tong and Blundell[38 1 analyzed the radiation properties of annular slot antenna on 

a dielectric half-space using Galerkin's method applied in the Hankel transform. The 

dielectric half-space was considered as a lens. Since the lem is electricaiiy large, the 

radiating element acts as if it is radiating into half-space. By the use of Equivalence 

Principle they replaced the electric field on the slot by a magnetic current and applied the 

boundq condition to fom the system of equations in ternis of the magnetic current. Then 

the magnetic current was expanded as Fourier series. They introduced double fed annular 

slot as magic slot radiator. By changing the feed configuration, the dominant polarization 

was changed. 

Kalclamani et al. [39]-[40] investigated the radiation properiies of various types of 

dielectrically loaded radiators including an annular slot antenna of infinitesimal aperture, 

cut in an infinite ground plane and covered by dielectric cylinder of finite height (Fig.2.9). 



n i e  excitation was assumed to be cucumstantially constant voltage at the slot opposite 

edges. The unknown electromagnetic field was expressed using the mixed mode spectrum 

of a radial dielectric waveguide. Then by enforcing the appropnate boundary conditions, 

an integral equation was derived in tenn of unknown electric field. This equation was 

solved using the Galerlcin's technique (using Laguerre polynomial as basis functions). 

Fig.2.9. Georneîry of the dielecrric Ioaded annular dot  antenna [39J 

Wheeler and Nevels [41] studied the annula slot covered by dielectric 

hemisphere. The structure consisted of a coaxial line flush mounted on an infinite ground 

plane and covered by a dielectric hemisphere. Assuming TEM mode propagation inside 

the coaxial line, the wave equation was solved for TM, mode. The Green's functions for 

the dielectic region were expressed in terms of their separated homogeneous and 

particular solutions. The unknown coefficients for these expansions were found by 

applying the continuity of tangentid electric and magnetic fields. Their results showed 

that radiation efficiency significantly improved by adding the dielectric hemisphere on top 

of coaxial line. This was due to improvement in impedance matching. Also the beamwidth 



was notably less that the case of homogeneous fiee space region. 

Colomb et al. [42] c e d  out a full wave analysis in the spectral domain for 

modeling the fields of annular dot covered by one layer of dielectric and a lens as shown 

in Fig.2.10. Their analysis indicated that the E and H-plane bearnwidths can be adjusted 

by varying the thickness of the dielectric layer. The analysis was done at 35GHz and 

94GHz for mm-wave quasioptical applications and as primary feed in reflector antenna. 

Fig. 2- IO.  Annzrlar slot antenna on mended hemispherkal dieleetrie lens [42J 

Different combinations of annular slot and dielectric resonator were also 

investigated in the literature. Michalski et al. [43] considered the problern of a cylindncal 

dielechic-post resonator with an annula. slot in the upper plate. Their analysis was based 

on integral equation for the electric field in the slot which was solved numerically by the 

method of moments. They limited the solution to the axis-symmetric TMo, modes. They 

showed that the complex resonant fkequency could vaiy by changing the slot location and 

width. Leung er al. [#] investigated the slot coupled dielectric resonator antenna 

expenmentally. Similar to pervious work, the resonant fkquency could be tuned by 

changing the dot width and radius. 



There has been extensive effort to investigate and improve a group of antennas 

called "Radial Line Slot Antenna" (RLSA). Basicdy two groups; Ando et al.. and Davis 

and Bialkowski; have worked on this kind of antema. The idea was taken fiom Goebels 

and Kelly [7] and fint published by Ando et al. [4S]. The antenna was designed for 

circular polarization for the application in receiving direct broadcast fiom a satellite 

(DBS). As it is shown in Fig.2.l l.(a), a three plate waveguide was used to compose a 

twofold radial line waveguide. The slots were on the top plate. Feeding was located at the 

centre of the lower waveguide and a radially outward traveling wave mode was generated. 

At the outer edge of the waveguide, it was transfmed into a radially inward traveling- 

wave mode in the upper waveguide. The angle of each slot was designed such that they 

gave correct phase for circular polarization. The effect of coupling between slots and 

waveguide was discussed in 1.461-[48]. Single layered RLSA was introduced in [49]-[5 11. 

To achieve uniform distribution in single layered RLSA, the length of the slots must Vary. 

The application of RLSA in millimeter fiequency like wueless Local Area Network 

( L M )  was discussed in [52]. Linear polarization was achieved using RLSA with 

concentric slot arrangement [53]. The main problem with linearly polarized RLSA (LP- 

RLSA) was high return loss. A method of reflection cancelling was given in [54] by using 

the additional slot sets. In [SS] slot parameters optimization for concentric array RLSA 

was discussed. 



radius p radius p 

this W # r  

Fig.2. I I .  Structure of Radial Line SZot Antennas [55J 

Davis and Bialkowski mainly worked on single Iayered linearly polarized RLSA 

[56]-1581 (Fig.2.12). They used different feed system and reflection cancelhg slots. They 

also proposed the beam squinting method to reduce the return Ioss. 



Fig.2.12. Single Laye+ Radial Slof Line Anfenna designed by Davis and Bialkowski 1571. 

From the literature review the following remarks can be concluded 

In most of the investigations only TEM mode was assumed. This means there was no 

angular variation in the excitation. The effect of the higher order modes in the vicinity 

of slots was mostly ignored. 

When the higher order modes were considered, problem was solved numerically, that 

required solving complicated matrix equations. 

To improve annular dot antemas efficiency complicated feeding systems and dot 

shapes were proposed. 



Dielectric loading was considered as a method to improve efficiency and other 

antennas characteristics for similar structures. 

This thesis is an atternpt to investigate the problem of "dielectric and conducting 

ring loaded annular dot array antenna" in an analytical approach. The anaiytical approach 

has the advantage of simplicity for user to set up the problem and efficiency over the 

numerical rnethods. The expressions for the fields on the surface of the antenna and far 

radiation are in closed fom. This gives a physical sense of how the field changes in space 

and gives an easy and fast way to calculate the field values at any point in space. Both TE 

and TM modes are considered and the effect of mutual coupling between the dots is also 

included in the solution. 

In the next chapter, Green's bc t ions  for dielectric loaded annular slot are derived. 

These will be used to formulate and solve the wave equation for dielectric loaded annular 

dot  array antenna. 



Generally the annular slot array antenna consists of two parts: 1) radial waveguide 

or cavity for feeding the slots, and 2) the upper side which consists of free space, dielectric 

layers and conducting rings. The first step to formulate the problem is to derive the 

Green's functions for each part. Green's function is simply the field solution when the slot 

is replaced by a thin ring of magnetic current. The Green's functions for the First part of 

the antenna was derived by Azarbar and Shafai [2] and a review of their results is given in 

3.2 and 3.3. The modification for partialiy fiiied cavity is added to this formulation (3.4). 

In Azarbar and Shafai's work slots are opened to free-space. Because of the 

assumption of narrow slots, electric field on the slots has only the radial component. This 

causes a poor aperture distribution and low aperture efficiency. To improve the apemire 

distribution, adding the dielectric and conducting ring is proposed, in this thesis, and the 

Green's functions are derived in the rest of this chapter. In order to formulate the Green's 



functions for structures containing the dielectnc and rings, three different cases are 

considered for the upper side of the antenna. First the Green's functions for a magnetic 

current ring with one layer of dielectric on top are found. The next step is adding the 

conducting ring as the second source. At last two layers of dielectric on top of the 

magnetic current ring is studied. The development of the Green's functions for these three 

cases are discussed in details in this chapter. In the next chapter these Green's functions 

are used to formulate the annular slot array antenna loaded with one or two layers of 

dielecvic or one layer of dielectnc and array of conducting rings. 

Consider the case when the radial waveguide is feeding an annular dot of zero 

width. It is assumed that the guide is of infinite extent in p (radial) direction (Fig.3.1). In 

practice this condition may be simulated by adding the absorbers. 

Region II 

Fig. 3.1. Current ring in an infiiie radial waveguide. 

The Green's functions, in fact, describe the impulse response to the magnetic 

current i n g  of strength I,(@') , located at a radius p = p' (Fig.3.1) and charactenzed by 



where lm(@') is a piece-wise continuous function of the azimutha1 angle $', and 

(p', $', z') are the source coordinates. 6' is a unit vector tangent to the current source and 

representing the direction of the current flow. A time variation of exp(jwr) is assumed 

and suppressed throughout. The source function may be expanded in a Fourier series of 

the foilowing form 

m 

1, (4') = (a, cos n*' + b, sin nî)') O I @ ' I 2 x  
n = O  

where 

The source singularity suggests dividing the medium between the conductors into 

two distinct regions, namely region 1 for p c p' and region II for p > p'. An arbitrary 

elecuomagnetic field in a homogeneous cylindrical region can be expressed as the sum of 

the TM and TE fields to the z-direction. The total electnc and magnetic fields can then be 

calculated from [593 



where and yh are the solutions of the wave equation. The set of equations (3-4) in 

cyiindrical coordinates are represented by [59] 

The next step is to expand the wave functions in tenns of appropnate mode functions with 

unknown coefficients. To satisfy the finiteness condition of the field due to the magnetic 

current ring in region 1 and the radiation condition in region II, Bessel and Hankel 

functions of second kind are chosen to represent the radial dependent parts of mode 

func tions, respectively. 

where subscnpt IR denotes the radiai waveguide region and 



tï , ,, and Cr,,, are unknown functions. Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind and nth 

order and is the Hankel function of the second kind and nth order. An application of 

the Lorentz Reciprocity theorem and enforcing the continuity condition of magnetic and 

electric field give these unknown functions as foiiows [l] 



Now consider the problem of nagnetic current ring inside a cavity of radius p, 

(Fig.3.2)- The ground plane is assumed to be of infinite extent. 

' Region II Region Ii 
Region 1 

Fig.3.2. Current ring in a cylindrical cavity. 

The existence of the conducting cylindrical wail at p = p, imposes the following 

conditions on the tangentid electric field on the surface of the cylinder 

and the wave equations for this problem, Y:=, are sirnilar to those for radial 

waveguide case. Subscript 1 C refen to the cavity region. The only part which is changed 

is the radial variation part. 



where Nn is the Bessel function of the second kind and nth order and uiCmn, UICmn 

and 1 Cim are unknown functions which are determined from the boundary conditions 

Note that there is no steady-state solution to the problem when the frequency of the source 

is the sarne as any of the resonant frequencies of the cavity, which occurs when k,,p, 

equals to zeros of Jn(x) or Jn'(x)  . 



If the radial waveguide or cavity is panially filied with dielectric as it is shown in 

Fig.3.3, the continuity of tangentid electric field must be satisfied at the c o m o n  

boundary of two dielectric layers 

In addition, the electric field must satisfy the conditions Ep = Eg = O at z = O, -h, . 

The angular and radial dependent parts of wave functions are still the same as before, but 

for z-dependent part, the characteristic equation, which is obtained from the boundary 

condition ai z = -4, must be solved. 

Region II Region II 

Fig.3.3. Partiab filled radial waveguide. 

For example the wave function for partially filied waveguide are 



CHAPTER 3 
- - 

3.5- OFJE LAYER OF DIELECTAIC AND FREE SPACE - - - - - 

where is the wave function in the lower part of waveguide and is the wave 

function in the upper part. kz, and kz7 - must satisfy the relationships 

To evaluate the constants p , , p2 and kp,  , the boundary conditions at r = 4, must be 

satisfied. The results of applying these conditions are [59] 

4 1  Pi - sink,,(h, -A4)  = -- kz2P2 sin (kz2 h,) 
El E4 

From these equations, kpm and the ratio of P,/P, are determined. For paniaiiy fiiied 

Consider one layer of dielectnc on top of an infinite ground plane. To find the 

Green's functions, a magnetic current ring as characterized in equation (3-1) is assumed as 

the impulse source (Fig.3.4). The wave functions can be determined by an application of 



the Hankel transform. The transfomi pairs of order n of each wave function is defined as 

Fig-3.4. Magnetic nrrrent ring covered wirh one layer of dielectric. 

The wave equation in cylindrïcal coordinates is expressed as [59] 

where k = o.,&. Taking Hankel transform of  both sides and using the following 

expression available for the derivative of a function R ( p ) 1601 

the wave equation c m  be expressed as foliows 

where 



This means that y is a double valued fuuction of a. The hanch whicb gives stable answer 

should be determined by invoking the physical constrains of the problem. 

The Hankel transfomi of the wave functions for dielectric and free space cm be 

expressed as 

where: 

and f,, F ,  and G, are unknown functions to be determined. The subscript 2 refers to 

dielectric region and subscript O refers to free space region. It should be noted that, one 

can take different variables for the Hankel transforms in dielectnc and free space, i.e. 

a,, a, . After applying the continuity conditions and orthogonality of the function in 

O S a m. it can be proved that a, and a, are equal. This is discussed at the end of 

Appendix A. The boundary conditions used to find the unknown functions, are those on 



conducting surface of ground plane (z = 0 )  and also those on the upper surface of 

dielectric layer (z = h2 ) 

Using a method explained in Appendix A, the foilowing system of equations is obtaùied 

from the boundary conditions 

The unknown functions can be found by solving this system of equations. 



where 

In this section the Green's functions are denved for the case when a conducting ring 

is added on top of the ground plane containing an annular slot. The region between the 

plane of slot and the plane of conducting rings c m  be filled with a dielectric. As shown in 

Fig.3.5. two sources of magnetic and electric rings are assumed to be located at two differ- 

ent radii from the centre. 



Fig. 3.5. Magnetic and electric sources represenfaîïon of conducting rings Ioaded annular 

These sources can be characterized as 

4 

The boundary conditions that must be satisfied are 

Using similar approach to that one for dielecaic loaded slot, the Hankel transform of the 



wave functions can be wntten as: 

where y and 6 are the same as (3-24). By applying the inverse of Hankei transform the 

wave functions for each region will be found. 



Now using (3-5) ai i  the components of the elecuic and magnetic fields can be written in 

where i = 1 or 2 .  To determine the unknown functions, the boundary conditions in (3- 

32) and (3-33) must be applied. The results of applying boundary condition and 

orthogonality of sinusoïdal functions are as follows 



-Y& h A h 2  
[,&/(U(~:(a>e - ~ i n ( a ) e y h ' )  - 6crn<a). )aJ,,(ap)da = &S(p - p") 



Using the approach described in Appendix A, the system of equations will be found as 

follows 



h - y  h -6k2 
-na(y(Ai , , (a)e  -l?,(a)ehZ) - ~C;h , (a )e  ) = binptfJ, + , ( a p " )  

After solving the system of equations of (3-46) the unknown parts of the Green's functions 

are found as 



and kh are given in (3-29). It is interesthg to note that the Green 

a linear combination of the Green's functions due to each source. 

.'s funct ions are 
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Now consider adding two layers of dielectric on top of a slotted ground plane 

(Fig.3.6). Sirnilar to one layer of dielectric, the Green's functions can be found by the use 

of Hankel transform. 

Fig.3.6. Magnetic curent ring loaded with two hyers ofdielectric. 

The Hankel transform of wave functions are 



- m 

+, Z )  = (a, cosn* + b, sinne) ~ e , ( a ) e ~ ~  
n = O  

- 00 
z > h 3  

h 
'$&&@,z) = n(bncosnQ-a,sinn@)T,(a)e -62 

n = O  

where 

h h  h h  h and Q:, q:, Q,. q,, c, si, Sn, s,, c, and T n  are unknown functions of a. To determine 

these ten unknown functions, ten boundary conditions are needed. Boundary conditions 

are applied at the boundaries of dielectric layers and on the slots. 



where subscript 2 and 3 denote the dielectrïc layers and O refen to free space. Now using 

the three sets of boundary conditions given in (3-52)-(3-54) at z = O, h,, h, , substituting - 
(3-48)-(3-50) into (3-5), applying the orthogonality 

method discussed in Appendix A, one obtains: 

r 

of sinusoidal functions, and using the 

By solving these equations, the unknown functions are found as foiiows 



where 



and d = h - h,  - . as shown in Fig.3.6. 

As it was shown in (3-5 l), y. K and 6,  are double-valued functions in the complex 

plane of a. To speciQ the branches of these functions which satisv the finiteness of 

waves, one should note that the wave equations have the following forms: 

For dielectric layers, we should take the cases where the dielectric layer is extended to 

infinity. To maintain the finiteness of waves, the term e 
-y(or K or 6)t J J a p )  must vanish 

for r -t m. This will be satisfied if this term vanishes for either p + p. or z + m. Taking 

the integral path where a is real or the imaginary part is smaU ensures this condition for 

p + m. The convergence condition for z + - requires to choose the branch with positive 

real part for y, K and 6.  

To discuss the singularities, let's take the case of one layer of dielectric. The wave 

equations for dielecuic layer are 



The integrands have a number of singular points. The singular points are due to the zeros 

-2yh2 -2yh2 
of functions 1 - kee and 1 + khe - For a lossless medium, the singular points are 

on the integrations path between ko and k, . The number of these singular points is 

where ml is the nearest integer smaller or equal to n ,  and ho is the free space 

wavelength. The singular points are due to surface waves which propagate dong the air- 

dielectric surface. To prevent the problem of singularity, we consider the dielectric layers 

are lossy. This makes ko complex and removes the singularities form the path of 

integration. For the lossless case the path of integration must be deformed and the branch 

cut must be kept outside the closed contour formed by the original and deformed path. 

This is discussed in more detail in [62]. 



In this chapter the formulation for the Green's functions different structures were 

derived. The Green's function is the solution to the wave equation, when the source is 

assumed to be a magnetic or electric current ring, representing the slot and conducting 

ring, respectively. The antenna was divided into two parts. The interior part can be a radial 

waveguide with infinite extend in radial co-ordinate, or a cavity which is in fact a closed 

radiai waveguide. 

In this chapter the method of finding the Green's hinctions for the second part of 

the antenna which is the region containing the free space, were discussed in details. The 

novelty of the work was adding the dielectric layers and conducting rings of electric 

current as the second source to the structure. The Green's functions for thïs part were 

derived using the Hankel uansform. Three dif5erent structures were investigated: 

1. One layer of dielectric and free space 

2. One layer of dielectric with an electric current ring on top and free space 

3. Two layers of dielectric 

To avoid singularity in the path of integration, the dielecuic layer was assumed to 

be lossy. This assumpuons removes the singular points from the path of integration. 



Chapter 4 

In this chapter, the Green's functions derived in Chapter 3 are used to formulate the 

annular slot array antenna problern. In the antenna problem the slot fields are unknown. 

These unknown fields are expanded in terms of Fourier series in angular direction. The 

radial part of the field is expanded in tenns of basis h t i o n s .  This part is multipliai by 

the Green's bc t ions  and integrated over the radial CO-ordinate. By applying the 

continuity of tangential magnetic field on the slot, a linear system of equation is obtained. 

This system of equation can be solved numerically to find the unhiown coefficients of 

expansion of electric field. In the case of conducting ring loaded dots, the magnetic field 

on the conducting ring is also written in terms of basis hct ions  and the boundary 

condition of zero electric field is imposed on the conducting ring in order to find the 

unknown coefficients of this expansion. 

After finding the electric and magnetic fields, the induced magnetic current on the 
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top Iayer of dielectrics is written in terms of electric field. By using this magnetic current 

the far-field is determined. 

At the end of chapter the higher order modes excitation is discussed. 

The magnetic surface current on the upper conducting plane of radial waveguide, 

which contains the slots, can be written as cross product of electromagnetic field and the 

unit vector normal to the surface. Assuming the narrow slots, the only component of 

electric field which contributes in the induced magnetic current is the radial component 

where fi  is the normal unit vector and is equal to 2, and P is the radial unit vector. The 

radial component of electric field c m  be expanded in terms of Fourier series 

where Rn@') is the radial dependent part of the field. Now contribution from the slots to 

the total field can be obtained by integrating the product of R,(pO) and the Green's 

functions obtained in the penious sections over the aperture radial coordïnate p' . The 

total field inside the waveguide region is the sum of the contribution fiom the slots and the 

sources inside this region. However, the total field in the upper region (dielectric and fiee 



space) is entirely determineci by the aperture field. The radial dependent part, Rn@') , is 

generally an unknown function which can be expanded in tems  of some basis hctions. 

The simplest set of basis fùnctions is a series of pulses of equal width and different 

strength, located side by side. The width of the pulses should be electricaily small enough 

to suppress the radial variation of field. Each slot can be divided into a number of cells and 

the width of each ce11 is assumed to be the same as that for pulses. The expansion of radial 

dependent part is 

where pi is the centre of the ith slot IC is the total number of cells and 

where tipi is the width of ith cell. in order to determine the complex unknowns, Ei, , the 

continuity conditions of either H+ or HP must be preformed. The extra boundary 

condition is the result of the assurnption of narrow slots which makes the E$ cornponent 

negligible. In fact, one can construct another set of equations for the radial magnetic 

current, expand the angular dependent part in tems of basis functions and use the other 

continuity condition to determine the unknown coefficients for angular component of 

electric field. Now the wave functions inside the radial waveguide due to an array of slots 

on top of the radial waveguide and loaded with one layer of dielectrk, as it is shown in 

Fig.4.1, can be written as foilows 



Fig.4.I. Slot array antenna on top of radial waveguide and loaded with one la-ver of 
dielechrie. 

where * = R is for radial waveguide and * = C is for the cavity and: 

+ 
where p; = pi k ( Ô p i / 2 )  for replacing p' . The slot nurnbe~g  starts nom the ceil with 

the smallest radius and ends with the ce11 on the last dot of largest radius. Because the 



slots are assumed to be narrow the integral o f  product o f  p' and derivative of the Bessel 

fünction is approximated by 

where Z n ( x )  denotes either the Bessel fünction of  the first kind Jn(r), Bessel fùnction of 

the second kind Nn(x) ,  or the Hankel fùnction of  the first or second kind ( H ; ' ) ( X )  and 

H?)(X)  ). The integral in (4-8) can be calculated using the following equation[63] 

The corresponding fiinctions for a cavity fed annular slot array antema are 



The wave functions for dielectric layer and fiee-space can be written as 

where ** = 2 is for dielectric layer and ** = O is for fke space. The radial cornponents 

for wave equations for each region are as follows 
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where y, 6 are given by (3-24), and ke, kiz are given by (3-29). 

In order to detemine unknown coefficients E,, as it was mentioned earlier, the 

continuity of H@ can be applied at z = O 

where subscript 1 

Now, assumîng a 

in c 
H$, -Hg2 = H g  (4- 1 4) 

denotes waveguide or cavity region, and 2 denotes the dielectric region. 

TMpq mode of the radial waveguide to be incident in the waveguide or 

cavity region, its mode bct ion is characterized by 

for radial waveguide 

for cavity backeq4- 1 5 )  

Utilizing the orthogonality property of sinusoidal functions, the coefficients of Fourier 

series must be 

This eiiminates the infinite summation on n. The summation on m is convergence and can 

be tmncated for acceptabie error margin. The boundary condition (4-17) is applied over 

the cells in an average sense 



where 

and H ,  is the contribution of the ith slot to the magnetic field at the j îh slot when i # j .  

The average of Hi+ is taken for the sample points when i = j . The result of applying this 

boundary conditions is a set of linear equations in tems of aperture field coefficients in the 

form of 

Where * denotes either radial waveguide or cavity backed antema. When the antema is 

backed by a radial waveguide the result is (* = R ) 

in c 
a j ~  = -k?i2)(k PP 1 + ~ : ~ ) ( k ~ & - )  

and for antenna backed by a cavity (* = C ) 

and 



where, inside the brackets, the top row is for j > i and the bottom row is for j i i. The 

diagonal elements for inside the waveguide are evaluated from the following equations 



x3q2 ~9 
3 

6 w o h ,  Pi,, = 0 kp, 

and 



In this section the structure under investigation consists of an array of annular slots 

on the ground plane covered with one layer of dielectric. On the top surface of dielectric 

an array of ring shaped conducting strips exists as shown in Fig.4.2. Each conducting ring 

is divided into a number of cells in radial CO-ordinates. These conducting rings can be 
+ 

expressed as an array of electric sources (Je) .  Similarly, the array of slots c m  be 



+ 
represented by an array of magnetic sources (J ,  ). 

Conducting Ring ceIls 

Fig.4.2. Annufar dot a m y  antenna loaded with conducting rings and covered with one 
rayer of dielectric. 

These eiectnc and magnetic sources have unknown variation in radial co- 

ordinates, but their behavior in angular co-ordinates c m  be characterized by a Fourier 

series with unknown coefficients, as follows 

on the slots 

00 

3 
Je = H,(p")(b,,cosn@' + b2,sinn@') on the conductors 

where the radial part of each of them can be expanded in terms of pulse basis functions. 

Each dot and conducting ring can be divided into a number of cells and the pulse width is 

the sarne as ce11 width. Total number of cells is called 1s on the slots, and IC on the 

conducting rings. The cells on the slots are numbered fiom the slot with the smallest radial 

CO-ordinate. Similarly the cells on the conducting rings are numbered fiom the ce11 with 



the smallest radial CO-ordinate, starting fiom i = fS + 1 to i = IS + K .  

where Pi( p - p ,) is aven in (4-4). 

Now the Green's functions for dielectric and fiee-space c m  be written in t a s  of 

these sources. It is worth mentioning that because the systern is linear, the field at each 

point is the total field o f  contributions of slots plus the total field due to conducting rings. 

The Green's functions for dielectric layer are 

where: 



and for dielectric layer, where ** = 2 , the radial components for wave functions are 

given by 

Pi  
where ~ i ( a ~ ' )  is defined in (4-8). The Green's functions for fkee-space has the same 

fom as (4-29), where ** = O , when the radial parts are written as follows 



Green's functions for the cavity and radial waveguide part is the same as those for 

antenna with one layer of dielectric, given in (4- 1 O)+ 1 3). 

To find the unknown coefficients E,, and H M ,  two sets of boundary conditions are 

required. The first set is the continuity of magnetic field on the slots and the second set is 

zero electric field on the conducting rings 

One should consider that in modeling the conducting ring, only the radial component of 

electric current was considered. If the angular component has considerable strength, both 

sources must be considered in deriving the Green's functions and in the antema problern 

there will be an extra electric current source, which introduces extra set of unknown 

coenicients. Then imposing zero field on angular component of electric field can be used 

for fonning the matrix equation. 

Boundary conditions are applied in an average sense, the same way which was 

explained in previous section. 



The result of applying the mentioned boundary conditions is a set of linear systern of 

equations. When only TMw mode is excited the matrix equation can be written in the 

following block matrix forrn 

where the vectors E~ and H~ are unlaiown coefficients for the basis functions. The L d  L d  
coefficient matnx consists of four blocks. The first block laji + bjid shows the 

contribution of the slots on the magnetic field of each slot. The second block lcjd shows 

the contributions of each conducting ring ce11 on the field of each sbt  cell. SimiIarly, the 

third block [djd ceflects the contriiution of each slot on the electric field of the 

conducting ring cells. The last block e .. is the contribution of each conducting ring ce11 1 JJ 



on the other conducting ring cells. In (4-39, subscript * denotes either radial waveguide or 

cavity backed antenna. When the antenna is backed by a radial waveguide * = R and when 

it is backed by a cavity * - C .  The fint block of  the nght hand side is given by 

either (4-20) or (4-2 1). Sirnilarly the first block of the left hand side can be calculated fiom 

(4-22)-(4-26), where i S IS and j 5 1s. 

whereIS+ 1 S i S I S + I C  and j s I S .  

- p. p z (  1 - ke) 
$ i ~ i l o [  t - k e  e ~ ~ ~ , ] ~ q ( a p ) l ~ ] ~ q ( a ~ ) l ~ i  

where i 5 1.9 and IS + i I j S IS + IC, and finally 



- .  

4.4. ANTENNA COVERED WTH 
Two LAYERS OF DLELECTRIC 

--- . 

For the antema with two layers of dielectric, show in Fig.4.3, utilking sunilar 

routines, another set of linear equations can be found. To wrïte these equations, first two 

new parameters are defined. 

where xe, 2, ye and Y" are given by (3-59) and (3-60). 

Fig.4.3. Annulai- d o t  array antennn covered with two Iayers of dielechic. 

The Green's fùnctions in the dielectric layer are rewritten as 



Now using this Green's functions the wave fknctions in the different layers can be written, 

using the same expansion of electric field on the slots given in (4-2)-(44) 

where subscript * = 2 represents the first dielectric layer on top of dots and for this layer 

the radial part is derived as: 

Comparing the result in (4-41) and (4-42) with (4-1 1) and (4-12), it can be seen that the 

Green's function for two layer case is exactly in the sarne form as those for one layer case 

when ke, kfi are substituted by K ~ ,  K", respectively. Sirnilarly, the system of equation will 

be the same as (4-19)-(4-26), with the same substitution. After solving the system of 

equation the electric and magnetic field components cm be fcund fiom the wave tùnctions 

given in (4-41)-(4-42). For the second dielectric layer (* I 3 ) and fiee space (* = O )  wave 

functions are 



where k;, k;, k: and k: - are given by (3-59) and (3-60). 

Evaluation of matrix components in (4-19) and (4-35) involves calculation of  

infinite integrals o f  the following form 

To do the integration, integration path must be divided into two parts. These integrals can 



be written in the form of [ = ( + 1, where x is an arbitrary point. For the first part 

the change of variable or = xs im  and for the second part the change of variable 

X a = -  are chosen. Then the integrals can be taken numencally using Gauss quadra- 
sin? 

tues technique. To avoid the singularity points as it was mentioned in chapter 3, the 

dielectric layer is assumed to be lossy. By this assumption there are no singularity points 

on the path of integration. 

4.6. FAR-FIELD CALCULATION FOR 
ANTEBINA LOADED W T H  ONE 
LAYER OF DIELECTRIC 

In order the obtain the far field approximation, first the aperture field is replaced by 

the equivalent magnetic current distribution over the last dielectric layer, therefore the 

elecaic field at far point (r, 8 ,o )  can be expressed as [64] 

+ 
where Eape*R is the electric field over the dielectric layer, f i  is the unit vector normal to 

+ 
the aperture, R = If - 21 and r' is the vector to the source point (p', Q', z') . Using the 

approximation for the fiee space Green's function at large distances one obtains 

3 
jk,,(? - /) 

ik~e-jkl*orl ~ ~ , , ~ + - ~ , , ~ ' > x i e  z- 
aperture 

ds' 
21tr 



CHAPTER 4 4.6- FAR-FIELD CALCULATION FOR ANTENNA LOAOED WlTH ONE LAYER OF DIELECTRIC 

The cross product of  unit vectoa in cylindrical and spherical coordinates are 

Substituting (4-49) into (4-48) gives the following equation 

7 7 ~  &prsinecos(@ - 9') 
Uo = r î(-&+sin(@-of)-Jmpcos(+-@'))cosûe 

O O 
p'dp 'd+' (4-50) 

jk,p'sin 0 cos (@ - 9') 
p'dp'do' 

Jnlo and Jmp must be obtained fiom the aperture field, which can be calculated from the 

wave funçtions for free-space at z = Ilj . After some algebraic manipulations explained in 

Appendix B the following results are obtained 

where 

2 "  
f 

Jn(ap')J,(k*p'sine) 
k, sin 0 cip'))* a 



4.6. FAR-FIEU) CALCULATION FOR ANTENNA LOADED wml ONE LAYER OF DIELECTRIC 
- - -- 

00 

Ij = pi! cl (n, a) Jn'(ap')Jn'(kop'sine)p'dp' 
O 

These integrals can be solved analytically as explained in Appendix C. The results are 



CHAPTER 4 4 7, FAH-~EU) CALCULAT~ON FOR ANTENNA LOADED w m  ONE UYER OF DIELECTRIC AND CONDUCT~NG 

For TMPq mode, a, = I and b, = O .  This simplifies the far-field patterns as follows. 

.q - 1 Ue = c - 2 % ~  Co'.@ C , (q ,  k, sine) 
i =  1 

EiqPiko S m 0  

where CI (n, a) and C,  (n,  a) are defined in (4-56). - 

4-7. FAR-FIELD CALCULATION FOR 
ANTENNA LOADED WïTH ONE 
LAYER OF DIELECTRIC AND 
CONDUCTING RINGS 

The procedure to derive far field for conducting ring loaded annular slot array 

antenna is very similar to that for dielectric covered one. In this case there are two sources 

of magnetic current on the top layer, as the electrïc field has two parts, one due to the slots 

and the other due to the conducting rings. The equation in (4-50) must be modified as 

where superscnpt S refers to dot contribution and C refers to conducting ring contribution. 



4.8. FAR-FIELD CALCULA~ON FCR ANTENNA LOADED WlTH TWO LAYERS OF DIELECTRE 

< = x 2 i r j q - l  sin@ cos 0 
Eiqq kosinû C2(4, kosinO) 

i =  I 

4 = - 2 ~ j 4 - 1  E i d ' i ~  cos?' cl (q, ko sine) 
i =  1 

rs + rc 
= C zirj'-' sin@ cos8 

Hiqq kosinû C&, ko sin 0) 
i = i S + I  

C0Sq6 c3 (4, kO sine) 

i = f S + l  

where 

4.8. FAR-FIELD CALCULATION FOR 
ANTENNA LOADED WITH TWO 
LAYERS OF DIELECTRIC 

The wave hinctions for free-space in this case is very similar to that for the case of 

antenna covered with one layer of dielectric. B y comparing (4- 1 3) and (4-44), it can be 

seen that only coefficient dependent on the dielectric parameters are changed as follows 



Using the same approach mentioned for antenna with one layer of dielectric, the far fieId 

for TMw c m  be calculated and the results are: 

where 

In order to cancel the even modes, it is assumed that the antenna is excited using 

two probes located at p = fp,. The probes currents have equal amplitude and 180" 

phase difference. The outer conductor of the coaxial probe is assumed to be connected to 

the ground plane (Fig.4.4). In order to consider the effect of higher order modes, the power 

ratio of excited modes to the power of dominant mode must be calculated. 



Fig.4.4. Probe configuration for radial waveguide exciution. 

When the antema is fed through infinite radial waveguide, the fieid inside the 

waveguide can be obtained nom the following relation [59] 

w m 

-n($ 
m = O n  = O 

n odd 

where the top row inside the bracket is for p < ps, and the bottom row is for p 2 p, . The 

addition theorem for Hankel fûnction is used 1591. 

Using the incident wave function the magnetic field in the vicinity of the probe can be 



n odd 

n odd 

where H: refers to the region p c ps and SU' refers to the region p > p, . A,, is the 

same for two regions to maintain the contïnuity of elecûic field. The discontinuity of Hg 

caused by J, , current on the probe, is expressed as 

From this boundary condition the current on the probe can be written as 

n odd 

where the Wronskian of Hankel functions is used [63] 

(Jis) are the Fourier Equation (4-69) is a Fourier cosine series in z and @, where A,, - 
coefficients of Js, that is 

where E, is defmed in (3-3). For example let's assume the curent on the probe can be 

expressed as sine function in z direction. 



Using (4-7 1) 

When the antema is fed by a cavity, the incident wave function is changed as 

follows 

Using similar approach, by applying the addition theorem for Bessel functions, boundary 

condition at the probe, and using the Wronskian of Bessel fimctions, the following relation 

between probe current and unknown coefficients will be found 

n odd 



In this chapter it was described how to find field components for the annular slot 

array antennas, using the Green's functions denved in previous chapter. The solution is 

based on expanding the unknown electric field on the dot  in terms of pulse basis functioo 

in radial CO-ordinate and Fourier series in angular CO-ordinate. The solution is found by 

integrating the product of Green's functions and the radial part of electric field over the 

radial CO-ordinate. The unknown coefficient for pulse expansion of electric field is 

deterrnined by applying the boundary conditions. 

The method is expanded to the case of annular slot array antenna loaded with an 

array of conducting rings. nie magnetic field on the conducting rings are also expanded in 

terms of pulse basis functions. The field components are found by adding the field 

components due to slots and those due to conducting rings. 

The far-field is calculated using the magnetic currents on the surface of last 

dielectric layer. The excitation ratio for higher order modes also was found for the probe 

fed antenna. 

In the next chapter the method described in this chapter is used to fmd the effects 

of different parameters on the antenna performance. 



Chapter 5 
I i / RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter Boundary Value Method (BVM), described in the previous chapter 

for annular slot array antenna modeling, is used to show that dielectric and conducting 

ring loading improve the antenna performance. In the first section, to confinn the accuracy 

of boundary value method, its simulation results are compared with two commercial 

packages: Multi-Body Electromagnetic Scattering (MBES) and Zeland E3D Software. 

MBES is based on the method of moments for bodies of revolution [66]. IE3D uses a 

general method of moments [67]. Both packages have limitations in the modeling of 

annular slot array antenna. MBES does not allow more than one dielectric in the structure 

and slots cannot be opened to a dielectnc region. Also limited number of acceptable 

segments causes to have less accuracy for large antemas with more than three annular 

slots. However, MBES has the advantage of ability to simulate a finite dielectric layer. 

This advantage is later used to study the effects of finite radome for antemas with finite 
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ground plane. Also using MBES, fwther improvements are achieved by adding an open 

cavity to the structure. MBES is not able to mode1 an infinite radial waveguide. in order to 

confirm the results for infinite radial waveguide and inhite dielectric layers, IE3D is used 

for cornparison. The disadvantage of using IE3D is more computation time and required 

memory. The reason is that MBES and BVM use the angular symmetry to sirnplify the 

problem, while IE3D does not put any assumption on the structure. Adding the cavity wall 

also causes huge increase in the matrix dimension and increases the computation tirne 

fiirther. Therefore this package is only used to confirm the results given by BVM for 

infinite radial waveguide fed antennas with one or two annula. slots. 

After confkming the BVM results, it is used to snidy the effect of various 

parameters on the antenna directivity and radiation characteristics. 

Dielectric Covered Annular Slot Array Antenna 

For the antenna fed by radial waveguide and covered with one layer of dielectric, 

simulation results were compareci only with IE3D package. Structures in MBES can not 

have slots which open to a dielectric layer. in addition having infinite radial waveguide 

and ground plane is impossible in MBES. The feeding in IE3D was realized using two 

dipoles at the central region with 180 degrees phase diffaence. Table (5-1) shows the 

antennas dimensions and Fig.S.1 shows the configuration. Two groups of antemas were 

simulated. A n t e ~ a  in group (a) were larger, because the first dots were located at 0.95h. 



In group (b) the first slots were located at OASh. The radiation patterns in E and H- planes 

are shown for one and two slot antennas of group (a) in Fig.S.2 and Fig.5.3, respectively. 

Because of symmetry, only half of the radiation patterns are shown. The right side of the 

figure shows H-plane radiation patterns and lefi hand side shows E-plane radiation 

pattems. Good agreement was achieved. The difference could be because of higher order 

modes excitation. In BVM, it was assumed that oniy TMol mode was excited inside the 

waveguide, while higher order modes were also excited in IE3D. This diEerence becomes 

more clear for antennas in group (b), where the first dot was moved toward the centre. 

Around the probes higher order modes were stronger and when the slots were closer to the 

probes their effects appeared in the radiation pattems. Fig.5.4-Fig.5.6 show the radiation 

patterns for antennas with one, two and three annular slots, respectively. The antennas 

were covered with one layer of dielectric of thickness hy0.25hd as shown in Table (5-1). 

Although the higher order modes became more dominant in these cases, the side lobe 

leveis in E-plane were much lower in cornparison to the pervious cases, where the first 

slcts were located at pl=0.95h. 
I 

Fig 5.1. Configuration of dieiectric covered antenna for cornparison with IE3D. 
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Table (5-2) Dimensions for antenna covered wirh one loyer of dielecmè. 

1 Group (a) 
Parameter 

Vdue 
(Sizes in fkee-space wavelength 

Group 0) 
Value 

(Sîzes in &ee-space wavelength 
(ho)) 

O - 
BVM, E-Plane 
BVM, H-Plane 

'*\ !, -- IE30, €-Plane 
IE30, H-Plane 

+. 
1 H-plane 
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Fig. 5.2. Radiation patterns for dielectnc covered single slot antenna shown in Fig.5.I. 
cornparison between B YM and IE3D. dimensions as group (a) in Table (5-1). 



Fig. 5.3. Radiation pattern for dielectric covered double slot antenna shown Fig. 5.1. 
cornparison between B VM and lE3D. dimensions as p u p  (a) in Table (5- 1). 

FigS.4. Radiation patterns for dieleclric covered single slor antenna shown in Fig.5- 1. 
when the firsr dot was moved toward the centre. dimensions as gmup (ô) in Table (5-1). 
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Fig.5.5. Radiation patterns for dielechic covered double dot antenna shown in FigS.1. 
when the first dot was moved toward the centre, dimensions as p u p  (6) in Table (5-1). 

Fig. 5.6. Radiation patterns for dielechic covered thme dot antenna shown in Fig 5.1, 
when thejîrsr slot was moved toward the centre, dimensions as gmup (b) in Table (5-4. 



For the antenna covered with two layers of dielectric, cornparison was made 

arnong BVM, IE3D and MBES. The first layer was assumed to be air, so the configuration 

would be suitable for simulation by MBES. in MBES simulation slots were backed by a 

cavity, and ground plane was finite. This may provide better directivity. The waveguide 

fed antema configuration is shown in Fig.5.7 and the dimensions are given in Table (5-2). 

Fig.5.8 shows the radiation patterns for three slot antema without dielectric cover, and 

Fig.5.9 shows the radiation patterns of the same antenna when covered with a layer of 

dielectic at the distance of half a wavelength above the plane containhg the slots. 

Table (5-2) Dimensions for antenna covered wirh two layers of dielechic. 

Value 
(Sizes in fke-space wavelength 

(4)) 



Fig.5.7. Radome covered three slot antenna configuration for cornparison between B VM 
and IE3D. 
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Fig. 5.8. Radiation patterns for three dot antennu without dielectric radorne. cornparison 
between B V1K and IE3D. 



Fig-5.9. Radiation patterns for thme slot antenna c o v e d  with dielectric radorne as shown 
in FigS.7, conrparison berneen B KU and IESD. 

The same antema was simulated using BVM when it was fed through cavity and 

the result was compared with MBES simulation result. The cavity radius (p,) was 3.34, as 

shown in Fig.S.10. Radiation patterns shown in Fig.S.11 corresponds to the case when 

there was no dielecûic cover on top. By adding the dielectric cover at the distance of half a 

wavelength above the slots, directivity is increased. Radiation patterns and directivities 

given by MBES and BVM are compared in FigS.12. It should be noted that although in 

both methods the antema was backed by a cavity, the ground plane in BVM was assumed 

to be infinite, while in MBES its radius was the sarne as the cavity. This is a reason for the 

differences in the radiation patterns around the horizon. 



Fig. S. IO. Cavity fed radorne covered three slot antenna conf&ration Tor cornparison 
- - 

between B VM and MBES. 

Directivity(dt3i): B YM= 19.67, MBES= 19-80 

Fig. 5. I I .  Radiation patterns for cavity fed dree slot antenna without dielechic radorne. 
cornparison between BVMand MBES. 



Fig-S. 12. Radiation patterns for dielechic covered. caviîy fed thme dot antenna shown in 
Fig.5.10, cornparison between B VIiM and MBES. 

The simulation results for cavity fed antema with smaller rings are also compared 

with MBES simulation results. Fig.5.13 shows the radiation patterns and directivity of a 

three slot cavity fed antenna covered with a radome with dielechic constant of e,=î.S and 

thickness of d=0.158Xo, which is quarter wavelength in the dielectric. The distance 

between the dielectric and ground plane was half a wavelength. Cavity radius was &. 

Other cavity dimensions were the same as Fig.S.10. 



Fig. 5- 13. Radiation pattern for dielechic covered, cuviîy fed three dot antenna shown in 
Fig. 5.10, iohen rhefirst dot was rnoved toward the centre. p l  =O. 4JX0, &=O. 05Xo =2S, 

h 2 4 .  158b 

5.2.2. Conducting Ring Loaded Annular Slot Array Antenna 

For the conducting ring loaded annula slot array antenna, radiation pattern and 

directivity gWen by BVM method are compared with simulation results given by IE3D 

and MBES. The antenna structure is shown in Fig.5.14 and dimensions are given in Table 

(5-3). In IE3D and BVM simulations, antennas were fed through infinite radial waveguide. 

ln MBES simulations, antennas were backed by a cavity with the radius of 1.5 and 2.5 

wavelength for single and double dot antennas, respectively. Radiation pattern given by 

MBES shows differences around the horizon, due to finite ground plane. For both IE3D 

and BVM, ground planes were infinite. 



I 
I Conducting 

' / 
, ; Rings 

Fig. 5.14. Conducting ring loaded annular do t  array antenna fed thmugh radial 
waveguide, 

Table (5-3) Dimensions for conducting ring l d e d  antenna. 

Parameter r (S i zes  in fiee-space wavelength (&)) h 



Fig. 5.15. Radiation patterns for conducting ring louded single slot antenna as shown in 
Fig. 5-14, comparison among B YM. IE3D and MBES. dimensions as TuMe (5-3). 

FigS.16. Radiation pattems for conducting ring louded two slot antenna as shown in 
FigS.14, comparison among B VM, IE3D and MBES. 



In [68], the conducting ring loaded annular ~ l o t  array antenna was discussed as 

"Double Loyer High-Gain Micmstnp Away Antenna ". Experimental data given in this 

paper are compared with simulation results nom BVM in FigS.17. Dimeosions are given 

in Table (5-4). In this case, two first odd modes, TMoi and TMo3 were excited and 

combined with the power ration of ' p K  It is not clear in the paper if the experiment was 

done by using two probes, canceling even modes or not, and the differences might be 

because of excitation of  even modes and other higher order odd modes. 

Fig.S.17. Radiation pattern cornparison between B YM and experimental data taken fiom 
[68], Pr ' is the power ratio for the TMo/TMo3 modes. 



Table (5-4) Dimensions for double layer micmstrtp array antenna. 

Parameter 

~p -- 

Value 
(Sizes in fiee-space wavelength (ho)) 

5.2.3. Input Impedance 

For the antennas simulated by IE3D, the excitation was realized using two probes, 

with 180 degrees phase diffaence, to cancel the even modes. The probes were located 

close to the centre. Al1 the antennas were designed for the fiequency of 1 1 SGHz. For this 

frequency, it was found that the probes with the height of 5.9mm, located at 1Omm fiom 

the centre of the antenna, provide good matching at the input. To investigate the effects of 

dielectric and conducting ring loading on the input impedance, S1 for antennas with one 

and two dots was compared with that for the same antemas covered with a layer of 

dielectric of dielecû-ic constant 2.5 and thickness of O.4k. The radiation patterns of these 

antennas are given in Fig.5.2 and Fig.5.3. Also for the same antennas, the conducting rings 

were added on the top. The radiation patterns of conducting ring loaded antenna are show 

in Fig.5.15 and Fig.5.16. S1 for the single and double dot antennas, with and without 



dielectric cover and conducting rings are shown in Fig.5.18 and Fig.S.19. The dimensions 

of the antennas were the sarne as Table (5-1) and Table (5-3). The results show that 

dieleceic loading does not change the input impedance very much, but conductùig ring 

loading decreases the return loss around the centre frequency 

Fig.5.18. Sll for single dot antennas, with and wirhout dielectric cover and conducting 
rings, dimensions as given in Table (5-1) and Table (5-3). 

Fig.5.19. Sll for double slot antennus, with and without dielectric cover and conducting 
rings, dimensions as given in Table (5-1) and Table (5-3). 



Fig.5.20 compares the r e m  l o s ~  for three ~ l o t  antennas, with and without 

dielectric radome, located at half a wavelength above the dots. The radiation patterns of 

the antenna are shown in Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7. The dimensions are given in Table (5-2). 

Generally, the dielectric loading does w t  change the impedance bmdwidth, while the 

conducing ring loadiag improves the input impedance around the centre frequency 

significantl y. 

FigS.20. SI for three dot  antennas. wiîh and wittrour dielectric cover. dimensions as 

given in Table (5-2). 

5.2.4. Computation Tirne 

For two sets of simulation, memory requirement and CPU time are compared. 

Simulations for IE3D were done using a Personal Cornputer, Pentium 200MHz. BVM was 

implemented using MATLAB(Ver. 5) and ran on the same cornputer. In cornparing the 

results, one should keep in mind that MATLAB run time is much higher than lower level 

programming languages, e.g. C or CM. It is expected that if the method was implemented 



using such programming languages the run time would have been at least 50 to 200 times 

srnaller. Table (5-5) shows the results for 6 different cases. The first two cases are 

dielectric covered amdar slot antennas with one and two slot rings, using the same 

dimensions given in Table (5-1). Cases 4 and 5 are for three slot antennas with and without 

dielectric radome, respectively. Between the antema dots and the radorne there was an air 

gap, as shown in Fig.5.7, with dimension given in Table (5-2). The last two cases are 

conducting ring loaded annular slot antemas, as shown in Fig.S.14, with the dimensions 

given in Table (5-3). One c m  see that adding the conducting rings increases the run tirne 

for both BVM and IE3D. This increase in tirne for BVM was due to calculation of the 

infini te integrals, whiIe for IE3D it was due to the inçrease of matrix size. 

Table (5-5) Cornpankon of memory and CPU rime requirement between IE3D and B W  

No. 
of 

Slots 

- 
1 

IE3D 
CPU 
Time 
(sec- 
onds) 

BVM 
CPU 
Time 
(sec- 
onds) 

IE3D 
No. of 

unknowns 

BVM 
No* of 

Unknowns 

No. of 
Conducting 

Rings 

Case 
# 

Dielectric 
Covered 



MBES was r u  on Unix ULTRA4 workstation. BVM was nui on MM'LABS on 

the same machine. The first two cases are for antennas without any dielectric or 

conducting ring load, with one and two ring of slots. Antenna configuration is shown in 

Fig.S.lO, when the dielectric covered is removed. Cases 3 and 4 are for three dot antennas 

with and without dielectric radome. The last two cases are conducting ring loaded 

antennas with one and two slots. In the case of  conducting ring loaded antema, MBES is 

faster than BVM. The reason is again the time required for computation of infinite 

integrals. This can be improved by ushg lower level programming languages and better 

and faster methods for integration. The method of integration in these simulations was 

Gauss-quadrature. 

Table (5-6) Cornparison of mernop and CPU time requirernent between MBES and B W -  

No. 
of 

Slots 

- 
1 

MBES 
CPU 
Time 
(sec- 
onds) 

BVM 
CPU 
Time 
(sec- 
onds) 

MBES 
No. of 

Unknowns 

BVM 
No. of 

Unknowns 

No. of  
Conducting 

Rings 

Dielectric 
Covered 

Case 
# 

- 
1 



In this section BVM is used to investigate effects of various parameters and 

dimensions on the annular slot amay antenna performance. In this method the dielectnc 

Iayer and ground plane were assumed to be in!?.de. To consider the eEect of &te ground 

plane and dielectric radome, a numericd rnethod must be used. This is discussed in the 

next section. For al1 the simulations in this section, the antenna was fed through cavity, 

except when it is mentioned as fed by a radial waveguide. 

5.3.1. Cavity Radius 

In Fig.5.2 1 oFig.5.23 cavity radius effects on the antema directivity, aperture 

efficiency and E-plane side lobe level are shown. The antennas with three and five dots 

without any dielectric cover were considered. When the distance between the last siot and 

conducting cavity wall becomes quarter wavelength in fiee space (p,-p,=0.25&), the 

directivity and aperture efficiency drop and E-plane side lobe level increases significantly. 



FigS.21. Cavity radius (pd effects on the directivity of unloaded annular dot anay 
antennas, n=number of slots, pl  =0.45b x=& aP=O.1& E ~ ~ = I ,  h l = O . I b  

Fig.5.22. Cavity radius fp3 effects on the aperture eflciency of unloaded annuiar dot 
array untennas, dimensions as Fig.5.21. 



Fig. 5-23. Cavity radius (p3 effects on the E-plane side lobe level of unloaded annular slot 
an-ay antennas, dimensions as Fig.5.2 1. 

For dielectric loaded antennas, a three dot antenna was considered and covered 

with a dieleceic layer with three different dielectric constants 2.5, 4.0 and 10. For 

dielectric thickness of 0.8hd, where Ad is the wavelength in the dielectric, directivity, 

aperture efficiency and E-plane side lobe level are shown in Fig.5.24-Fig.5.26. These 

figures show the drop in directivity when the distance fonn last slot to the cavity waii is 

the odd multiples of quarter wavelengths. But this is not the case when the dielectric 

thickness is changed fiom 0 . 8 7 ~ ~  to 0.25& Fig.5.27 and Fig.5.28 show that for dielectric 

constant of 4.0, the directivity remains almost constant and E-plane side lobe Level is much 

lower than the other cases. Therefore, if it is desired to have insensitive directivity and low 

side lobe level, dielectnc constant of 4.0 with quarter wavelength thickness is optimum. 

However, if the higher directivity is requùed, 0 t h  dielectric constants must be chosen 

and the distance between the last slot and cavity wall must be kept around hdf  a 

wavelength. 



Fig.5.24. Cavity radius (p3 eflects on the directivi~ of deiectric covered three dot 
an tennas. when dielectric thickness is (Ii2=0.8Xa). number of slfos=3. p =O.9.5h x=& 

6,=O. l& E,~=I.&,~=E, h I = 0 . 3 h  

Fig. 5.25. Cavity radius (&) effects on the aperture eflciettcy of dielectric covered three 
dot antennas, when dielechic fhickness is (h2=0.8Q. dimensions as Fig.5.24. 



Fig. 5-26. Cavity radius lp3 eflects on the E-plane side lobe levd of dielectric covered 
three slot antennas, when dielectric rhickness LF (h2=0.8)Ld, dimensions as Fig.5.24. 

Fig.5.27. Cavity radius (p3 efects on the directivity of dielectric covered three slot 
an tennas, when dielechic thickness is (h2 =O.2Skd, dimensions as Fig. 5-24. 
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Fig.S.28. Cavity radius (pd effects on the E-plane side lobe fevel of dielechic covered 
three slot antennas, when dielechic thickness is (hZ=0.25hd), dimensions as Fig.5.24. 

In the next set of simulations, antennas with one, two and three dots were 

considered and the effect of cavity radius on the directivity, aperture efficiency and E- 

plane side lobe level was investigated when the antenna was loaded with an array of 

conducting rings above the slots and they are compared with unloaded antemas. Similar 

to dielectic loaded antemas, when the distance between the cavity wall and the slot 

becomes quarter wave length, a significant drop in directivity happens. Also rapid changes 

in E-plane side lobe levels are observed when this distance is between 0.2% and 0.3h. 



- n=l . with conductor - n=2. with ConduCror - n=3. wiai conductor 

Fig.S.29. Cavity radius (pd eflects on the directivity dot antennas, with und without 
conducting rings. n=number of slofs, p Pi=0.45b x = b  8p=0. 1% erler = I n  hl =O. 1% and 

for the conducting ring hz=0.05&-,, L = O S b  

- n=l , no conductor - n=2. no conduetor - n=3, no conduclor -- n=l , with conduclor - n=2. wiîh amùuctor - with conductor 

Fig.5.30. Cavity radius (pJ efects on the a p e r m  eficiency of slot antennas, with and 
without conducring rings, n=number of dots, dimensions the same as FigS.29. 



FigS.31. Cavity radius (id effecfs on the E-plane side lobe levei of slot antennas. with 
and without conducting rings, n=number of slots, dimensions the same as Fig.5.29. 

5.3.2. Cavity Height 

To investigate the effkct of cavity height, two antennas with three and five slots 

were selected and the directivity, apexture efficiency and E-plane side lobe level for 

different cavity heights were recorded. The same was done for the sarne antennas when a 

dielectric radome of pemittivity of 2.5 and thickness of quarter wavelength in dielectric 

were added at the distance of half a wavelength on the top of plane containhg the slots. 

Fig.5.32-Fig.5.34 show the result From these figures one can conclude that regardless of 

having a dielectric or not, height of O. l)Lo is a criticai height, and a h  that the directivity 

remains alrnost constant up to the height of O.35b.  However, the side lobe level in E-plane 

decreases rapidly for cavity heights less than O. 1h If it is required to have lower side lobe 

level shallow cavity is recornmended, othenuise O. 1 is the ideal height for maintainhg a 

better directivity. 
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Cavity Height (h.,)/&, 
0.05 0.1 G.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 

Fig. 5.32. Cavity height (h 3 effects on the directiviiy, n =number of dots, p =0.45b x=ho, 

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 
Cavity Height (h& 

Fig. 5.33. Cavity heighr fi3 eflects on the aperture eficiency, JI =number of slos, 
dimensions the same as FigS.32. 
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0.05 0.1 0-15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 
Cavity Height (h,)& 

Fig.5.34. Cavity height FI) eflects on the E-phne side lobe IeveI, n=number of slots, 
dimensions the same as Fig.5.32. 

5.3.3. Slots Locations 

To study the effect of slots location, three and five slot antennas were selected and 

the cavity height was kept O.l&. Slots were one wavelength apart, but the fist slot 

location was changed and the distance between the last slot and cavity wall was 0.05b. 

For antemas with no dielectric cover, dùectivity is maximum when pl=0.4& and 0.95& 

(Fig.5.35). Both locations give around the same amount of aperture efficiency as shown in 

Fig.5.36. For dielectric covered antennas, the optimum dot locations shifis toward 0.5& 

for antennas with radome of dielectric constant of 2.5 and moves back toward 0.45h as 

the dielectric constant increases. The reason could be the reflections from the dielectric 

layer which can be added or subtracted form the radiated field fiom the slot, depending on 

the phase of reflected waves. 

Fig.5.37 shows the E-plane side lobe lwel in ternis of first slot location. For 



antennas without dielectric cover, the minimum is located at 0.4b while the minimum for 

dielectric covered antennas moves toward 0.3)b as the dielectric constant and number of 

slots increases. 

The effect of fxst slot location is very different when the conducting rings are 

above the slots. Antennas with one and two slots were selected and above the slots 

conducting rings with the width of O S &  where placed at the height of 0.05%. Fig.5.38- 

Fig.5.40 show the changes in the directivity, aperture efficiency and E-plane side lobe 

level, for these antennas. The aperture eficiency was calculated based on the cavity size or 

the outer radius of the outermost conducting ring, which ever was larger. However, in 

reality a part of ground plane will contribute to the radiation due to the fkinging fields. One 

can see that for the antemas loaded with conducting rings, smaller antennas provide better 

aperture efficiency and lower E-plane side lobe level. 



Three Slot Antennas 
26 

Five Slot Antennas 
30 -- 



Thme SIot Antennas 
100 - 

0 ----- -- --- 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 

PI'& 

Five Slot Antennas 

Fig. 5.36. Effect offirst dot Iocation (p 3 on the aperture eficiency of dielechic covered 
three andfie dot antennas, parameters were the same as Fig.5.35. 



ntree Slot Antennas 

p l 4 3  

Five SIot Antennas 

Fig. 5.3 7. Egect of3rst slot kation (p3 on the E-plane side lobe levez of dielectric 
covered three andfive dot antennes, parameters were the same os FigS.35. 



Fig.5.38. Efect offirst dot location (p3 on the directivity of conducting ring loaded 
anîenner. n =number of dots, x=k, (p,-p,J=0.05iio, $=O. I& E,~,~=I. h l=O- I& 

h2 =O. 0% conducting ring width L =O. fio 

Fig. 5.39. Effect offrst dot location (p3 on the aperture eficiency of conducting ring 
foaded ontennus, n =nurnber of sZotsp parameters the same us Fig.5.38. 



Fig.5.40. Ef ic t  offrst dot location (p3 on the E-plane side lobe b e l  of conducting ring 
loaded antennas, n =nuntber of slots. parameters the same as Fig.5.38. 

5.3.4. Slots Separation 

In order to improve the aperture illumination, the slots must be located at a certain 

distance fiom each other to maintain al1 the slots in phase. The initial guess was that this 

distance must be around one wavelength. To prove this, three and five dot antennas were 

selected and for both with and without dielectric cover cases, the directivity, aperture 

efficiency and E-plane side lobe level were calculated. Dielectric layer had the permittivity 

of 2.5, and was located at the distance of half a wavelength above the antenna. Fig.5.41- 

Fig.5.43 show the results. In tenns of directivity, one wavelength spacing between the 

slots shows good improvement in directivity, but in the case of three slot antenna with no 

dielectric aperture efficiency is maximum when the separation is around 0.8% This is 

because the directivity for tàis antenna remains almost constant after x=0.8&, while the 



aperture size increases when x is increased. For the selected antennas, the E-plane side 

lobe level is minimum for the separation between 0.8h and 0.9b. 

n S ,  no dielectric ,'. .' . 
n 4 ,  with dielectric ' .  * . 
n=5, with dielectric T' ' 

/* 1.q. 

Fig.5.41. Slot separution (x) effects on the directivity of three andfie dot ontennas with 
and without dielech-ic radome. n=numbere of slots, pl =O.4?5. (p,-p,J=O.OS)b. 6p =O. I & 

x=&, ~ , , , ~ = l ,  hl =O. I&-,, h2=OSb for dielecfnc layer d=0.25hd, ~ ,~=2 .5 .  

n=3, no dielectric 
n=5, no dieiectric . 
n=3. with dielectric ,'# '. 

,*. 
I \ 

, *  

n=5. wiîh dielectnc , cd' '. 
\ 

Fig.5.42. Slot sepurution (x) effecis on the aperture eflciency of three andfive slor 
antennas with and without dielecnic radome, n =numbere of slois, parameters as given in 

Fig.S.41. 



- t ,  i i ; ;!,; ; 
- n-3, no dielectric ', Y' ~r , 
- n=5, no dielectric . , 

Fig.5.43. Slot separation (x) eflects on the E-plane side lobe levez of three andfne slot 
nntennas with and withoui diefectric radome. n=numbem of slots. parameters us given in 

FIg.5.41. 
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5.3.5. Dielectric Thickness 

To see the effect of dielectric loading, one and two slot antemas fed through radial 

waveguide and covered with a layer of dielectric on top of dots without any air gap were 

considered. Fig.5.44 shows the dielectric thickness effects on the directivity for three 

different dielectric constants: 2.5, 4.0 and IO. It can be observed that the dependency of 

directivity on the thickness of dielectric has a periodical behavior and the perïod is half a 

wavelength in dielectric. The first maximum is located around 0.25hd. The improvements 

of more than 3.5dB in the directivity are achieved. The improvements do not strongly 

depend on the dielectric pemiittivity. Thus, by using higher permittivity dielectric, similar 

degree of improvements can be obtained with thinner layers (Ad = ho/&). Fig.5.45 

shows the aperture efficiency for these antennas. The improvements in aperture efficiency 

are more than 45% and 30% for one and two slot antennas, respectively. 

-40 -. 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 
% 

-- n=3, with dielectnc - n=5. with dielectric 
', ; , i 

. #  -4 
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20 - 

Fig.5.44. Dielectric thickness fi3 eflec& for d~ffeent dielectric constants ( I E ~ = & ~ ~  on the 
direcrivity of dielectrïc covered single und double slot antennas. pz =O. 95, Op =O- I b  x = h  

E,~=I, bz=0.3% 

One Slot Antennas Double SIot Antennas 

FigS.45. Dielechlc thickness fi3 effects /or direrent dieiectrïc constants (irE,3 on the 
aperture eficiency of dielechic covered single and double siot antennas, parameters as 

given in Fïg. 5.44. 



For cavity backed annular dot array antenna, single and double slot antennas with 

a layer of dielectnc located half a wavelength h m  the plane of slots and with three 

different dielectric constants: 2.5, 4.0, 10.0 were selected. Two sets of simulation were 

performed. For the f h t  group, the first slot location was at 0.95h and for the second set 

last slot and the cavity conducting wall was 0.05%). Al1 the other parameters were chosen 

the sarne as the radial waveguide fed antema. Results are s h o w  in Fig.5.46-Fig.5.5 1. The 

periodical behavior as before is observed. Also, the optimum thickness of odd multiples of 

quarter waielength in dielectric, is the same as dielectric layer with no air gap. However 

the improvement in directivity for cavity backed antemas is also dependent on the 

dielectric constant. Higher dielectric constants give better directivities and smaller E-plane 

side lobe levels. The aperture efficiencies of more than 100% are due to the fact that the 

aperture efficiency was obtained using the cavity surface as radiating aperture, while the 

actual radiating aperture is on the dielectric layer. 

Single Slot An tennas 
24 

Double Sfot Antennas 

Fig 5.46. Dielectric thickness (d) efecs  for dijfierent dielech-ic constants (E,=E,$ on the 
directivity of single and double dot cavity backed antennas, pl =O. 95, (pc-p,J =O.O~AQ, 

6,=O. I b  ~o.b G ~ , ~ = I ,  h 1 = 0 . 3 h  E,I,~=~. 
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Double Slot An tennas 
22 - 

Fig5.49. Dielechic thickness (d) efects for drerenf dielechic constants on the 
directiviv of single and double dot cavity backed antennas, pl=O. 45, (p,-p,J=0.05&, 

6p=0.1h, ~b Er, ,=1. h1=0-36h, .- 

Single Slot Antennas 
700 

0.25 0 5  0.75 1 125 15 1.75 2 225 
Diecacbic Th- 

Double Slot Antennas 
140 - 

Fig.5.50. Dielectric thickness (d) effects for dzxerent dielechic constants (irer$ on the 
aperture eficiency of single and double dot cavity backed antennas, parameters are given 

in Fig.5.49. 



Single SZot Antennas Double Slot Antennas 

Fig. 5- S I .  Dielechic thickness (d) effects for dz&rent dielectric constants (E~=E~$ on the E- 
plane side lobe ievei of single and double cmiîy backed antennas, parameters are given in 

Fig. 5.49. 

5.3.6. Dielectric Spacing 

The air gap between the radome and the plane of slots must be chosen to optimize 

the aperture distribution. 70 find out the best spacing, cavity fed antennas with three and 

five slots were chosen. A layer of dielectxic with dielectnc constant of 2.5 was added on 

the top of the antennas and the spacing between this dielecûic layer and antemas surfaces 

were increased form O.OS& to 0.6%. Fig.5.52-Fig.5.54 show the results. For both 

antennas when the spacing is a quarter o f  fiee-space wavelength, directivity drops and E- 

plane side lobe level increases. The optimum spacing is at the half a wavelength for the 

best directivity and aperture efficiency. However E-plane side lobe level is not minirnum 

for this size. 
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Fig. 5.53. Effect of spacing between radome and slot plane fi3 on the apemre eflciency. 
n =number of slots. other parameters as given in Fig. 5.52. 



- .  

O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
Radome Spacing (b)/À, 

Fig. 5.54. Effect of spacing between radome und dut plune (n3 on the E-plane side lobe 
feve f, n =nuniber of dots. parameters are given in Fig. 5.49. 

5.3.7. Dielectric Constant 

As it was discussed in section 5.35, the dielectric constant has pronounce effects 

on the performance of cavity backed dielectric loaded antennas. Here, this fact is studied 

more in details. Antennas with three and five slots were selected and covered with a layer 

of dielectric, at the distance of half a wavelength above the antenna surface. The thickness 

of dielectric was kept as a quarter wavelength in dielectric (d/&=0.25). Other dimensions 

are given in Table (5-7). Antennas directivity, aperture efficiency and E-plane side lobe 

level are sumrnarized in Table (5-8) and Table (5-9) for three and five slot antennas, 

respectively. 



Table (5- 7) Antenna dimensions for the s i u e  of dielectnc constant effects, structure the 
same as shown in Fig. 5-10. 

Parameter 
Value 

(Sizes  in fiee-space wavelength (b)) 

o. 1 

0.45 

0.05 

O. 1 

0.5 

1 

1 .O 

1 .O 

0.25/& 

3 and 5 

The radiation patterns are shown in Fig.5.55 and FigS.56. From these results, one 

c m  conclude that dielectric radome with higher permittivity gives better dûectivity and 

aperture efficiency, while the optimum dielectrk thickness is smaller. The increase in 

directivity for higher primitivities is mainly due to lower beam width in H-plane radiation 

patterns. In fact, having dielectric radome with higher perrnittivity does not necessarily 

mean lower E-plane side lobe. Also E-plane beam width is alrnost constant and does not 

change very much with changing the dielecûic radome permittivity. 



Table (5-8) Dielechic constant effects on the directivity, aperture eflciency and E-piane 
side lobe Ievei of thme dot antennas, dimensions are given in Tub le (5- 7). 

E-Plane Side 
Lobe Level(cü3) 

Table (5-9) Dielectric constant effects on the dimctivi& aperture efiency and E-plane 
side lobe IeveI offive sslf antennus, dimensions are gïven in Table (5- 7). 

Direc tivity (dB i) E-Plane Side 
Efficiency(%) Lobe Level(dB) I 1 



Fig.5- 55. Radiation patterns for three slot antennas covered with dlxeent dielechic 
materials. dimensions are given in Table (5- 7). 



Fig. 5-56. Radiation patterns for five dot antennas covered with dzfferennt dielectric 
materials, dimensions are given in Table (5- 7). 

Because the same study is performed and discussed later in this chapter for single 

slot antemas with finite dielectric radome and larger dot radius, similar antenna with 

infinite ground plane and dielectric is sirnulateci. The dimensions of the antenna are given 
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in Table (5-IO), and the radiation patterns are shown in Fig.5.57. The radiation pattern 

characteristics are summarized in Table (5- 1 1). 

Table (5- 10) Single slot antenna dimensions for the s d y  of dielectrk constant eflects, 
structure the same as shown in Fig.5.I O. 

Value 
(Sizes in fkee-space wavelength (h)) 

0.1 

Table (5-1 1) Dielectric constant effects on the directivity, aperture eflciency and E-plane 
side lobe level of single slot antennus, dimensions are given in Table (5-20). 

Directivity (dBi) Aperture 
Efficiency(%) 

E-Plane Side 
Lobe Level(dB) 



Fig. 5.5 7. Radiation pattern for single dot antennas covered with dzrerent dielectric 
materials, dimensions are given in Table (5-10) 



5.3.8. Conducting Ring Widtb 

The BVM was also applied to the conducting ring loaded annular slot array 

antennas. The antenna configuration is shown in Fig.S.14, but instead of infinite radiai 

waveguide, antenna was fed through a cavity. Antennas with one, two and three dots were 

considered. Above each slot a conducting ring with the height of 0.05b was located. The 

conducting ring width was increased fiom o.& to 0.7h. Zero width represents the 

antennas without conducting rings. 

Two sets of antemas were considered. For the first set, the first slot radii were 

small and the cavity radii could be srnaller than the aperture size. This happens when 

p, + ( L  / 2  ) > p, . AU the dimensions are given in Table (5- 12). 

Fig.5.58 shows that for d l  the antennas except for the single and double slot ones 

with the cavity radius of p,=pn+0.55ho, directivity starts to decrease after ring width of 

half a wavelength. In calculating the aperture efficiency, radius of cavity or outer radius of 

the outerrnost conducting ring, whichever was larger was chosen as the aperture radius. 

Fig.5.59 shows the aperture efficiency. For the second set of the antennas aperture radius 

was always the sarne as cavity radius. As shown in Fig.5.60, for single slot antennas, E- 

plane side lobe level decreases, but for two and three slot antennas, it reaches to a level and 

does not change much fûrther. These results show that for smaller antennas, the uniform 

ring width of half a wavelength works well, but for more nwnber of dots, the ring width 

must be optimized based on its radius. 



Table (5- -12) Dimensions of conducting ring loaded annular dot array an fennas. 

Antenna (a) 
22 

20 - , , - y - = \  

z14. 
P .  - 

8 
0 0-1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Canducong R i  Widm (LM, 

Antenna (b) 
(Sizes in fie-space 

24 -- 
Antenna f i )  

Fig.5.58. Conducring ring width (2) effects on the directiviv of cavity backed antennas, 
dimensions were as given in Table (5-12). n= number of siors und conducting rings. 
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Fig.5.59. Conducting ring widrh (2) eflects on the aperture eflciency of caviîy backed 
antenna. dimensions were as given in Table (5-12). n =number of slots and conducting 

rings. 

Antenna (a) 
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O 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0 5  0.6 0.7 
Conducang Ring Wdai (LVA, 
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Fig.S.60. Conducting ring width (Z) eflects on the E-plane side lobe Ievel of caviîy bucked 
antennns. d i m e m i m  were as given in Table (5-12). n =nuder  of dors and conducting 

rings. 

5.3.9. Conducting Ring Eeight 

For the same mtennas as pervious section, the effect of spacing between the 

conducting ring and the plane of slots was studied. For this purpose, the conducting ring 

width was kept at half a wavelength and the height was changed. As it is shown in 



Fig.5.61-Fig.5.63, the conducting ring height does not show significant effects on the 

antenna performance. The directivity and aperture efficiency remain ahost constant. E- 

plane side lobe also reaches to a level and remaius at about the same level. 

Antenna (a) Antenna (b) 
26 - 

- - -1 

24 - - n=2 
ri-3 

22 .+ - .  g20 - 
E l 8  i 
ET6 - o .  

14 1 
12 1 

10 - 
0.05 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.1 3 0.1 5 

Yb 

Fig.5.61. Conductirtg ring height (113 effect on the directivity of cavity backd antennas, 
L =O. Sh, other antenna dimensions were as given in Table (5-12). n =number of slots und 

conducting rings. 

Antenna (a) Antenna @) 

Fig.5.62. Condrcting ring height fi9 effect on the aperture eficiency of c a v e  bucked 
ontennus, L=0.5& other antenna dimensions were as given in Table (5-12). n=nurnber of 

slots and condircting rings. 



Antenna (a) Antenna (5) 

Fig.5.63. Conducting ring height fi3 effect on the E-plane side lobe fevd of cuvity backed 
antennas, L =O. 5& other antenna dimensions were as given in Table (5-12). n =nrrmber of 

slots and conducting rings. 

P e ~ o u s  results showed that both dielectric and conducting ring loading improve 

the antenna performance. Each of these methods has some advantages and disadvantages. 

The summary of cornparison between these two methods are given in Table (5-13). In 

comparing the E-plane side lobe level, one should note that for single slot antemas, ring 

loading gives better improvement than dielectric loading. This is also true for antenna with 

finite dielectric and finite ground plane as it is discussed later in this chapter (Table (5- 

17)). However adding the conducting rings for larger antemas with more slots must be 

done more carefully, as it may increase the E-plane side lobe level. It is expected that 

optimizing the ring width based on its radius would improve the E-plane side lobe level 

for larger antennas as well. It is expected that combination of two methods dong with 

optimization of ring widths will provide good aperture efficiencies in excess of 50% and 



low side lobe level in the E-plane. 

Table (5-23) Sumrnaqv of cornparison between dielectrïc and conducing ring loading 
eflects on the annular dot  a m y  antenna per;formance. 

P hysical 

Impedance 
bandwidth 

Simulation 
run time 

Cavity radius 

- .  

First dot 
radius 

- 

Directivity 

- -- - - 

E-plane side 
lobe level 

Dielecüic loading 

Heavy and lossy 

Not much change 

Fast, same matrix size as 
unloaded antenna 

Very sensitive around 
p,-p,=O.25& 

Optimum size of O%& and 
0.95&, with less E-plane side 
lobe level for 0.45h. Radius of 
0.45& is harder to realize 
because of sensitivity of radiation 
pattern to probe location, due to 
the stronger higher order modes 
around the first dot. 

Directivity improves with higher 
dielectric permittivity is higher. 
The optimum thickness is around 
0.25hd. Best spacing is half a 
wave length. 
Aperture efficiency of 100% is 
achievable. lmproves the 
directivity by increasing the 
physical radiating aperture size. 

Lower side lobe level for higher 
pemiittivity dielectric layers. 

Ring loading 

Light and lossless 

Better S 1 around the centre 
fiequency 

Slow, larger matnx size 

The sarne as dielectric loading 

- -- - 

The smaller radius provides 
better aperture efficiency. 

- - 

Improvement up to 50% in 
aperture efficiency is achievable. 
The directivity is almost the same 
as dielectric layer with smaller 
permittivity (q=2.5). 

For small antennas E-plane side 
lobe level improves by more than 
4dB, but there is no improvement 
for more dots with uniform ring 
width. Generally it is higher than 
antennas with dielectric load. 
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To visualize the effects on the radiation patterns, a ~ample antenna with three dots 

was chosen and the original radiation patterns are compared with dielectric and 

conducting ring loaded antennas in Fig.5.64. Table (5- 14) summarizes the results. 

Table (5-14) Radiation characteristics for three dot sample antennas Ioaded with 
dielechic or ring shown in Fig. 5.64. 

- -  - 

1 0.4511, 1 Original 
Dielectric loaded 1 ( ~ 2 . s )  

Dielectric loaded 
(€,.=10.0) 

Ring loaded 
hyO.OS&, 
L=o.s&,. 

1 0.95ho 1 Original 
-- 

Dielectric loaded 

Dielectric loaded 
(q.=lO.O) 

Ring loaded 
h2=0.0S& 
M . S & , .  

Apemire 1 E-Plane Side 
Efficiency(%) Lobe Level 1 



FigS. 64. Radiation patterns cornparison for the original and improved thme dot anfennas 
antennas, (al pl=0.4fiG (b) pl=0.95&, otherparametern: (&-p,J=O.OSho, 6p=0- lh 
F&, E,.] , = I ,  hl =O. I h ,  for dielecfric: h2=0.5b d=O.25kd,+=&,, jÔr conducting ring: .- 

h2=0.05& L=0.5ho 



In this section small annular dot  anteunas fed by a cavity are studied numerically, 

using MBES. Two methods proposed earlier for performance improvernent, dielectric and 

conducting ring loading, were investigated for finite dieleçtric radii and finite ground 

planes. The effects ofdifferent parameters were studied and the results are compared with 

those given by BVM which assumes infinite ground plane and dielectric. At the end some 

modifications are proposed to improve the antenna d ~ e c t i v i ~  An open cavity with 

additional chokes was used to decrease the back lobe level and uicrease the directivity. 

Because in MBES the maximum nurnber of unknowns is fixed, only antennas with a 

single annular slot were considered. 

5.5.1. Antenna Structure 

For maintaining the single dominant mode, to radiate a directive gain dong the 

ring mis, a cavity excitation was used. The cavity itself was excited using two probes 

which, in the numerical analysis, were simulated with two dipoles located at (+x/, z,-) , as 

s hown in Fig. 5 -65. The two dipoles were 1 80 O out of phase in ordet to cancel even modes. 

Dimensions of the selected antenna for study are given in Table (5-15). Its 

radiation patterns in the E and H-planes, and without loading, are shown in Fig.5.66. For 

this antenna the aperture efficiency was 24.63% and its directivity was 13.4dBi. The side 

lobe level in the E-plane was -2.77dB. Its radiation characteristics are therefore very poor. 

In the following sections the geometncal modifications and dielectric and conducting ring 



loading are used to improve its performance. 

Fig. 5-65 Sîrucîure of annulai- dot antenna with finite p u n d  plane. 

Table (5- ZS) Antenna dimensions with finite p i m d  plane. 

1 Parameter Sizes in free-space wavelength (ho) 



Fig.5.66. Radiation patterns for annuiar dot anfenna of Table (5-15). 

5.5.2. Cavity Size and Slot Location 

To excite the TMoi mode, dipoles must be located close to the centre. As the 

distance fiom the centre inmeases, higher order modes become excited and the directivity 

decreases. Refhng  to , Table (5-16) shows the directivity of the antennas with different 

slot locations and aperture sizes. Feed locations were (xf = k0.2, zf = 0.2). It c m  be 

seen that when first slot was located at around 0.95& the directivity was maximum. This 

is in agreement with the results for infinite ground plane structure simulated by BVM. The 

cavity radius (pJ&) aiso has a pronounced effect on the directivity The slot location 

pl/ho=0.9S and pJ&=1.5 were chosen for the rest of simulations. 



Table (5-1 6) Efect of slot location on the directivity. 

Directivi ty(dBi) 

5.5.3. Conducting Ring and Dielectric Loading 

Two methods proposed earlier to increase the directivity were investigated for 

finite structure. In the fkst method, a conducting ring was added to the structure above the 

slot, at a distance h. and with the width of L. In the second method, a layer of dielectric 

sheet with dielectric constant E, and thickness of d was added to the structure, at the 

distance of h2=0.5& fiom the slot swface. The dielectric sheet had a finite diameter (R). 

The combination of these two methods was also studied. Fig.5.67 shows the structure of 

the antenna. The ring parameters were the height (h) and width (L). Theh effects on the 

antenna directivity itnd E-plane side lobe level were investigated, for both cases of without 

and with a dielectric radome. The antenna parameters were R=1.7b d=0.15&, and 

&,=2.5. 



FigS.67. Radome covered annular dot antenna with conducting ring ad& 

The cornparison of the results is shown in Fig.5.68 and Fig.S.69. These figures 

show that there is an optimum size for ring height and width in terrns of directivity. But, 

the E-plane side lobe level, generally, decreases by increasing the parameters. This is in 

agreement with results for infinite structure, shown in Fig.5.60 and Fig.5.63. However the 

side lobe level is generally smaller for antenna with finite ground plane. 

When L=0.65& and hl=0.05&, without any dielectric radome, the improvement 

in directivity is 2.92dB, and the E-plane side lobe level is decreased from -2.77dB to 

-7.12dB. The cases of L=O correspond to antennas without a conducting ring. The 

introduction of the dielectric radome increases the directivity fiom 1 3.40dBi to 15.57dBi, 

an increase of 2.17dB. W1th the conducting ring the directivity firther increases to 

17.47dBi, an additional 1.9dB. Thus, in amparison with the original antenna, the 

directivity enhancement is 4.07dB. At the same tirne, the E-plane side lobe level has 

decreased by 7.0 1 dB, to -9.78dB. The results are summatized in Table (5- 17) and the 

radiation patterns for two different ring sizes, with and without dielectric cover are shown 

in Fig.5.70 and Fig.5.7 1. 



Table (5-1 7) Directiviîy and side lobe level improvernent for antennas in Fig. 5- 70 and 
Fig. 5-71. 

Antenna type I Directivity 
irn provernent (dB) 

E plane side lobe level 
improvement(dB) 

Antema with conducting ring only 
(L=0.65& and h=0.05&) 

Antema with dielectnc radome o d y  
(R= 1 .7ho. d=0. 15&, and ~,=2.5) 1 

Antenna with both conducting ring 
and dielectric radome (L=O.65&, 

h=0.05ho, R= 1.7b. d=O. 1S&, and 
er=2. 5 )  

Fig.5.68. Efect cfconducting ring width (L) on the (a) directivity and (b) E-plane side 
lobe Zevel of the antenna without and with dielechic radorne (R=I. &, d=O. 15h. €+=2.5j 



Fig. 5-69. Efict of conducting ring height fi 3 on the (a) di~ctivity und (b) E-plane side 
lobe level of the antenna without and with dielectric radome (R = 1. fho. d=O. 15&, ~,=2.5, 

L=U.no). 

Fig. S. 70. Radiation patterns for thme antennas with and without a conducting ring, 
Directiviw without conducting ring = 13.40dBi. wirh conducting ring with fi =O. O5&j = 

16.318. and with fi=0.03hd = 16.085dSi. 



FigS.7 1. Radiation patterns for three antenm with and without a conducting ring and 
covered with dielectric (R=l. ?A,-,, d=O. 1 S& 5=2.5) Directiviîy: without conducting ring 

= 15.566dBi. with conducting ring with (h=O.OZQ = 17.471, and with (h=O.O3u = 

I6.996dBi. 

The effect of dielectric thickness (d) on the directivity of antenna with two 

different dielectric primitivïties (2.5 and 4) and two different dielectric radii (1.15% and 

1 .7ho), with and without a conducting ring are shown in Fig.5.72. These graphs have a 

penodic behavior. The period is O.S)id, where Ad is the wavelength in dielectric 

(hd = ho/&). The first maximum is for the thickness slightly less than 0.25b, which is 

the same size obtained for infinite dielectric. One should note, however, that the increase 

in directivity, by increasing the dielectric thickness, occurs only when the dielectric radius 

is larger than the cavity radius. 



Fig5.72. Efect of dielechic thickness (4 on the antenna dimctivi@ nc: No conducting 
ring is added. WC: with conduc ting ring @=O. 75h. h =O. OSAo). 

Fig.5.73 shows the effect of dielectric radius on the directivity. It shows that 

regardless of the dielectric constant and presence of the conducting ring, the optimum 

radii are the same for both dielectncs. The first maximum occurs for R= 1.lS)ro and the 

second one is at 1 -7&, nearl y half wavelength larger. 

O ,: ., 
12 t w . 5 .  without conductor 

qz2.5, with conductor 
~,=4.0, without conducfor 
q4.0, wïth conductor 

10 -.--- i 

0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 
WÀ, 

Fig.S.73. Effect of dielectric radius (n) on the directivity of the antenna without and with a 
conducting ring (Z =O. 75h, h 4.0% d=O. ï5w. 



To study the effect of dielectric layer pennittivity, the single dot antenna was 

covered with different dielectric layers. Table (5-18) shows the directivity, E-plane side 

lobe level and back Iobe levei for the dielectric covered antennas for two cases. In the first 

case the antenna was only covered with a dielectric layer. In the second case, a conducting 

ring was added above the dot, in addition to the dielectric radome. For both groups, the 

dielectric physical thickness varies for each dielectric layer, but it was always quarter 

wavelength in the dielectric (+0.25kd). In MBES the segmentations inside the dielectric 

and in fiee-space are done with the same segment size. This reduces the accuracy for high 

permittivity dielectrics. Considering this fact, the pennittivity (E,) up to 6 was used for the 

study. The radiation patterns în the E and H-planes, for these two groups of antemas are 

shown in Fig.5.74 and Fig.5.75. By increasing the dielectric constant the directivity 

increases and E-plane side Iobe level decreases, but back lobe level increases. The increase 

in directivity and decrease in E-plane side lobe level were also observeci for infinite 

dielectric with BVM, when the dielectrïc permittivity was increased. However, the E- 

pIane side lobe level does not decrease as much as it was observed for infinite dielectric 

layer (Fig.5.57 and Table (5-1 1)). in the H-plane, bearnwidth decreases, which was also 

observed for inhite structures. 



Table (5-18) Directivity, E-plane side lobe and back lobe levels for antennas with d&eent 
dielectnc covers (R =l. Ino d= 0.2% L =O. fAg hl =O. OS&$. 

Fig. 5.74. Efects of dielechic constant on the radiation when there was no conducting ring 
above the slot. 

Without Conductuig Ring 

Directivity 
(dBi) 

16.111 

16.8 17 

17.33 1 

wth Conducting Ring 

Directivity 
(dBi) 

17.55 

17.83 

17.89 

Side lobe 
level (dB) 

-5.17 

-6.22 

-7.12 

Back lobe 
level (dB) 

-22.89 

-23.27 

-22.73 

Side lobe 
level (dB) 

-1 1.53 

- 12.3 1 

- 13.04 

Back lobe 
level (dB) 

-20.42 

-20. 15 

-19.11 



Fig- 5.75. Effects of dieectric constant when a conducting ring with the width of L=O. 7Ao 
was located at the height of h2=0.0S&, above the dot. 

5.5.4. Extra Central SIot 

Because the slot radius was large, pl=0.95&, it was felt that îhe central region of 

the antenna may not be excited adequately, resulting in poor performance. To remedy, a 

narrow central slot was also added, just above the exciting dipoles, ( p , ~  lxA). 

Investigation showed that, if the slot is narrow, the directivity will increase and the side 

lobe level will decrease. But, if the slot is wide, both directivity and side lobe level will 

detenorate. The back lobe level decreases as the slot width increases. The dot width must 



be kept around 0-04& to achieve the best directivity and side lobe level. Directivity, and 

E-plane side and back lobe level for different slot widths are shown in Table (5-19). 

Table (5-19) Efect of namw cen~af sfot on radiation chamcteristics of the original 
annufar dot untenna. dot location pe=0.18ho. 

no slot 

0.02 

0.04 

0.06 

0.08 

O. 10 

This method can also be combine- with the pervious methods to increase the 

aperture efficiency. For example, the radiation patterns for the antenna with an extra slot of 

0.04& width and located at pe=0.2$, loaded with a layer of dielectnc (R=1.7&,, 

d=O. 1 5%. ~,=2.5) and a ring conducting ring (L=0.7&, h =O.OS&) are shown in Fig.5.76- 

(a). Its directivity is 17.4 LdBi, which gives more than 4dB improvement over the original 

antenna. The side and back lobe levels are -20.69dB, and -20.1 ldB, respectively. If the 

conducting ring conducting ring width is decreased fiom 0.7)b to OS&, the directivity 

increases fùrther to 17.90dBi, and the back lobe level decreases fiom -20.1 1dB to 

-27.48dB. But the side lobe level is higher than the case with L=0.7&, increasing nom 

-20.96dB to - 14.4 ldB, as shown in Fig.5.76-b. The side lobe level improvernent is still 

about 1 1.64dB in cornparison to the original antenna. 



Fig 5.76. Radiation patterns for annular slot antenna loaded wirh dielechlC and 
conducting ring and with one extra dot above the probes. R=l .  & d=O.IS& ~,=2.5, 
w=O.O4&-,, pe=0.20ho. h=0.0%, (a) L=0. &, Directiv@ = 17.409dBi. fi) L=0.5&. 

Directivity = 1 7.89 7dBi. 

5.5.5. Open Cavity 

To this extent the effort was to increase the directivity and decrease the side lobe 

level in the E-plane. To decrease the back lobe level, the structure with an open cavity and 

chokes is suggested, as shown in Fig.5.77. The effects of cavity wall size (hm) on the 

directivity, side and back lobe levels of the antema loaded with dielectric, and without a 

choke, are shown in Fig.5.78 and Fig.5.79. They show that for h g 0 . 2 h  directivity and 

back lobe levels are good. When the waii extension (hm) is increased to 1. L& the second 

maximum for directivity occurs. Adding the open cavity generally increases the side lobe 

level. The radiation pattems for the antenna without and with an open cavity with wall size 

of one free-space wavelength are shown in Fig.5.80. The directivity is increased ffom 

16.92dBi to 1 7.63dBi, and back lobe level is decreased fiom - 17.85dB to -28.30dB, but 

the side lobe level is increased f?om -19.24dB to -15.30dB. 



Fig. 5.77. Stnrchtre of annular dot antenna covered with dielectric and with open caviv 
and choke. 

- Mthout diefectrîc cover ' 
wiîh dielectric cover 

Fig.5.78. EBcr of open caviîy wa22 size on the directivity of the antenna wirhout dielectrïc 
and with dielechic layer (R=I. 15& d=0.1& %=2.5), antenna had a cmducting ring 

(L =OS&. h =O.O5&,) and extra central dot (w=0.04&, pe=0.2hd, cavity radius 
(p3=1..5Xo. 



.. . " 
%. 

% -- ;-. Back Lobe Level 
m .  .. 

Fig.5.79. Egect of open caviîy wall size on the side and back lobe level of the ontenna with 
configuation given in FigS.78. 

Fig.5.80. Radiation patterns for the antenna with and without open cavity and covered 
with dielectric (R=I.IS&, d=O.l5b %=2.5) and with conducting ring (Z=OS&. 
h =O. 05Âo) Dimctivity: without cavity=16.924dBi, with open cavity=17.628dBi. 

To fùrther decrease the back lobe level and increase the directivity, one or two 

quarter wavelength chokes (hck=0.25&) can be added to the structure. Fig.5.8 1 shows the 

radiation patterns for the antenna with two chokes and cavity waii size of lr,=0.9&. In 



cornparison to the antema without chokes, the directivity is increased f?om 17.50dE3 to 

18.12dBi, which has more than 72% aperture efficiency. Side and back lobe levels for 

antennas with chokes are -14.03dB and -46.50dB, respectively, while for the antenna 

without chokes are - 1 5 -3 8dB and -23 %dB, respectively. This shows significant 

improvement in the back lobe level. 

Fig. 5. BI .  Radiation patterns for the antenna with double choke, Directivity=lb l l7dBi, 
R = l .  15Ao d=O. 1 SA* ~,=2.5, hck=O. 25ho tck=O. h,=0.9ho. 

To achieve better side lobe level for this antenna, dielectric thickness is increased 

to 0.55ho and a circular disk patch and a ring patch are added on the top surface of 

dielectric as shown in Fig.5.82. By changing their dimensions, one c m  achieve better 

equality between E and H-plane patterns. Two samples are given in Fig.5.83 and Fig.5.84. 

The antema directivity decreases, as the pattern symmetry is increased, as shown in 



Fig. 

I A 

h _ _  fa 

5-82. Configuralion of the antenna with nticmship patch. 

Fïg. 5.83. Radiation patterns for the untenna with circular and ring patch added to the 
dielectric radorne, Directivi~ 47-53 Z d '  d=0..55ko, rp =O. U6ho r, =O. 9hG %=Xe other 

dimension the same ar Fig. 5.81. 



H Plane 

Fig. 5.84. Radiation patterns for the antenna with cimlar and ring path added to the 
dielechic radorne, Directivi&y=16.564dSi. d=O.55&, rp=O. 13&, ra=0.35&, rb =O. 45h 

other dimensions the sume as Fig.5.81. 

5.5.6. Frequency Bandwidth 

To see the effect of the mentioned methods on the fkquency bandwidth, three 

antennas were selected and their directivity fiequency bandwidth are comparai in 

Fig.5.85. Antenna (a) is the original annular slot antenna with no conducting ring or 

dielectric cover as shown in Fig.5.65. Antenna (b) is the same as Fig.5.67, with conducting 

ring (L = O . S b ,  h =O.OS&) and dielectric layer (R= 1.7b d=O. 1 5&, ~ ~ = 2 . 5 ) .  Antema (c) 

is the same as Fig.5.82, with dielectric (R= 1.1 Sh d=0.55&, ~,=2.5), conducting ring 

(L=0.5ho. h=O.OS&) and central slot (w=O.û4&, pe=O. l8h). Dimensions of two patches 

(disk and ring) that are added to the dielecûic are @-=O. 1 Wh,  ra=0.35&, rb=0.45&), 

and open cavity dimensions are (h,=0.9&, hck=0.25& tck=0.06&). The bandwidths of 

the antemas (b) and (c) are similar. They show less sensitivity at the lower fiequency end. 



Their overali bandwidths seem similar. 

Fig.S.85. Frequency bandwidth of  three antennas, antenna (a) is shown in FigS.65, 
antenna (b) is shown in Fig.5.67, and ontenna (c) is shown in Fig.5.82. 

In the beginning of this chapter, the results given by field solution for dielectric and 

conducting ring loaded annular slot array antennas using the BVM, which was developed 

in Chapter 3 and 4, were compareci with two commercial numerical tools: IE3D and 

MBES. Good agreement in al1 cases were achieved. BVM has the advantage of requiring 

less computation time and computing facilities. On the other hand, it has Limitations 

because of the assumption of infinite ground plane and narrow slots. It can provide a good 

tool for optirnization problems where the time is a concem. After finding the optimum 

dimensions fine tuning c m  be done numerically for the finite dielectric and ground plane. 

In the second part of this chapter, BVM was used to study the effect of various 



parameters on the annular ~ l o t  array antenna performance. It can be concludeci that both 

dielectric and conducting ring loading improve the antenna performance. The dielectric 

loading causes reflections which can be used to irnprove the aperture illumination. 

Conducting rings, in facf are microstrip patches fed by slots. 

The optimum thickness for dielectric was found to be a quarter wavelength in 

dielectric. The higher pemïttivity provides more directivity, while the optimum physical 

thickness is smaller. First slot location of around 0.45& and dot separation of around one 

wavelength were found to be the best choices. When there is an air gap between the 

dielectric layer and antenna d a c e ,  the distance of half a wavelength will provide the best 

performance. The distance between the last slot and conductor cavity wall must not to be 

odd mu1 tiples 0.25&, where the directivity drops significantly. 

The conducting ring loading can improve the aperture efficiency up to amund 

50%. The directivity is similar to antennas covered with low perniittivity dielectrics, but 

the side lobe level for antennas with more than two slots is generally higher in cornparison 

to dielectric loaded antennas. It is expected that by using optimized non uniform ring 

widths better side lobe level can be achieved. 

In the last section of this chapter small annular slot antennas were studied 

numencally using MBES, to investigate the effect of various parameters of the finite 

structure on the antenna performance. Similar results for the BVM (idnite structure) 

having dielectric thickness, slot location, and conducting ruig height and width were 

obtained. Effects of the dielectric radius on the directivity were also shidied. It was shown 

that the dielectric pehttivity does not have pronounce effects on the optimum dielectric 



radius. By adding a conducting ring above the ~lots, directivity increases and the side lobe 

level in the E-plane decreases. The dielectric loading was also combined with conducting 

ring loading and it was concluded that when two methods are combined, the conductiug 

ring width must be decreased to achieve better performance. 

To improve the antema performance M e r ,  modifications in the structure were 

suggested. First by adding a n m w  annular slot, in central region and above the exciting 

probes, the antema performance was improved. This was combined with two other 

methods; dielectric and conducting ring loadings. By having an extra dot and larger 

conducting ring, side lobe level decreased to less than -20dB. However, a smaller 

conducting ring provides better back lobe level and directivity. 

To decrease the side and back lobe levels together and keep the directivity 

reasonable, an open cavity with chokes was added to the structure. Adding additional 

patches over the dielectric was shown to improve the equality of E and H-plane patterns. 

This property can be used to reduce the cross polarbation and the axial ratio in circular 

polarized antenna applications. 



Chapter 6 
1 1 

CONCLUSION AND 

This thesis addresses the problem of dielectric loaded annular slot array antennas. 

The formulations are based on the boundary value method. The solution was developed by 

defining two appropriate types of Green's fünctions for dielectric layers and eee-space. 

Green's functions represent the magnetic current ring that are expanded in terms of 

Fourier series in angular direction. The Green's functions for the magnetic current ring 

covered with one or two layers of dielectric are developed. 

For the final formulation for annular slot may antennas, the Green's functions 

were utilized. The electnc field on the slots were expanded in terms of basis functions with 

unknown coefficients in radial direction, and Fourier series in angular direction. The 

equivalent magnetic current was found using the elecûic field. The wave functions for 

each region were found by integrating the radial expansion of magnetic current on the 

slots and proper Green's b c t i o n  in radiai direction. Then, by applying the boundary 



conditions, the unknown coefficients for electric field expansion were found. The far-field 

formulation was carrïed out using the electric field just above the last layer of dielectric. A 

closed form fomulation was found for the far-field. The far-field in E-plane is in the form 

of differences of Bessel hc t ions  at the edges of the slots, and in H-plane is in the form of 

integral of Bessel functions over each slot. This creates very hi& side lobe level in E- 

plane and very small side lobe in H-plane. 

Effect of dielectric layers is on how the patterns of each slot are combined with the 

other ones. By choosing the appropriate dielectric thickness and material, one can reduce 

the E-plane side lobe level. Through the simulations, it was found that the higher 

permittivity for dielectnc iayer provides Iowa E-plane side lobe Level and better 

directivity by reducing the H-plane beamwidth. The optimum thickness for dielectric layer 

is near quarter wavelength in the dielectric. If there is an air gap between the dielectric and 

antema, the best distance between them is half a wavelength. 

Another way of improving the antenna performance is placïng the conductor rings 

above the slots. This forms microstrip ring arrays fed by slots. To analyze this structure, 

using boundary value rnethod, the Green's functions for a problem containing one 

magnetic current ring and one electric current ring locating at two different heights were 

found. The formulation for array of dots and conductors was performed using these 

Green's functions. Each Green's function contains two parts; one due to the magnetic ring 

current and one due to the electric ring current. The wave fiinctions for antenna problem 

also have two parts. For antema problem, electnc current on the dot and magnetic current 

on the conductor were expanded in terms of Fourier series in the angular direction and 



pulses basis fimctions in the radial directions. These indicate the need of two sets of 

boundary conditions to define the unknown coefficients for these expansions. The first 

boundary condition was the continuity of magnetic field imposed on the slots, and the 

second boundary condition was the zero electnc fieId on the conductor rings. After 

defining the field for each region, the far-field formulation was carried out. The effect of 

rings on the far field is reducing the E-plane side lobe level and reducing the radiation 

around the horizon. This enhances the directivity. 

The boundary value method has the advantage of requirhg much less mernory and 

tirne, in comparison to the numerical methods. The matrix size is of the order of nwnber of 

slots. On the other hand assumption of infinite ground plane and infinite dielectric layer is 

unrealistic. However, simulation results showed good agreement between this method and 

nurnerical methods. By implementing this method in a cornputer program and perfonning 

some simulations, the effect of various antemas parameters on their radiation 

characteristics were investigated. To include the effect of finiteness of dielectric and the 

ground plane, method of moments for bodies of revolution was used and new structures 

were proposed for further hprovements. It was shown that adding an open cavity wall, 

with quarter wavelength chokes, in front of the antenna reduces the back radiation. Adding 

rnicrostnp circular and ring patches on top of the dielectric layer improves the equality of 

E and H-plane radiation patterns, which can reduce the cross polarization for the circular 

polarized applications. 
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6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
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There are a few topics which can be considered for more investigations. The closed 

forrned formulations can be easiIy used in an optimization program. Using the 

optimization program, the non unifom spacing between the slots and conductor rings can 

be studied in detail. It is expected that non uniform spacing can provide better aperture 

distribution. Also the non uniform conducting ring width can d u c e  the side lobe level in 

E-plane. To reduce the run time, it is strongly recommended to implement the program in 

a low level programrning language such as C H .  Also, the caiculation of infinite integrals 

can be done in a faster and more efficient way. 

Using Geometrical Theory of Dimaction (GTD) the effect of finite ground plane 

can be considered. Also the numencal results c m  be venfied by experiments. 

In the calculation of conductor loaded antenna, only the radial component of the 

induced electric current was taken into account, as it is the dominant current. The angular 

component can be considered using the same approach. This component is expected to 

have more effects on the radiation around horizon. Also the conducting ring ohmic losses 

must be included. 

More detailed studies c m  be performed on the input impedance and fkequency 

bandwidth of the antema and effects of dielectric and conductor loading on them. Other 

feeding systems, rather than probe feeding may be investigated and performance of 

different feeding method can be compared and discussed. 



IMPLEMENTATION 1 

Using the first set of boundary conditions at z = O given in (3-25), substituting 

inverse Hankel transform of (3-22) and (3-23) into (3-3,  and applying the orthogonality 

property of sinusoidal functions, one obtains 

By adding these two equations, one finds 

where a use has k e n  made of the foiiowing relation for derivative of Bessel functions [63] 

n 
J , - ,  (ap) = J J W )  + -J,(ap) 

a P  

S ubtraction (A-2) from (A- 1) gives the foiiowing equation 



where the following relation for derivative of Bessel functions has been used [63] 

Now taking the Hankel transform of order (n-1) and (n+l) of equations (A-3) and (A-S), 

respectiveiy, one obtains 

which can be simplified as 

where a use has been made of the foilowing property of delta function [61] 

Now let's assume that 

are different, Le. a, 

variables for Hankel transform for dielectric region and free-space 

for dielectric and % for free-space. By the f ist  two boundary 



conditions in (3-26) the foilowing equation is concluded 

L. 

L r y a l  [<eh' - f n e Y h 2 ] ~ , ( a ,  p)dal + nfk:[<e-Yh' + ~ d h 2 ] ~ , ' ( a ,  = 
~ ~ J E ~ P  O O 

n - 6 h ,  
(A- 1 2) -r y a z ~ ~ e  J,(a,p)da2 + n p  a;?2~2e4h'Jnp(qp)da, 

~ W E ~ P  O O - 

By addition and subtraction of these equations the foilowing equations are obtahed 

-1 - - r y a f  [ ~ z e - ' ~ '  - P , ~ ~ ~ ' ] J ,  -, (a, p)da + n r a : [ e e - Y h '  + d e Y h L ] ~ ,  - , (al plda, - 
O&:, O O 

-1 
(A- 13) 

e - O b  2 h -% 
-P'a;',e O - ~ n - , ( q p ) ' ~ + n f O a ~ ~ ~ e  O Jn- l (a2p)d% 

1 -yh, 
- ~ya f [<e -y" -<eyh21~n+  O , ( a l p ) d a +  n r a : & e  + ~ e Y h 2 1 ~ , +  , ( a , p ) d a ,  = 

O 
(A- 14) 

-6h2 2 h -4% 
'rsui~:e meo O - J, + (a2p  )da2 + n r  a * ~ , e  4 + (a2p)da2 

O 

Now we must multiply equation (A-13) by pJn- l ( ap )  and equation (A-14) by 

pJ, + , ( a p )  and integrate on p from zero to infinity. Usïng (A-10) the result will be 

Where a use has k e n  made of the foiiowing property of delta function 

(A- 16) 



The magnetic current on the dielectric layer at z = h3 can be wntten in tems of 

electric field 

The electric field can be calculated using (3-5). The result of substitution of wave 

functions for free space given by (4-1 1) and (4-13) into (3-5) is 



Now substiniting (B-2) and@-3) into ( M O ) ,  the following equations are found 



where U,  = U,, + Ue2. To cary out the integration for TI , ,  T2n, T3,and T,, , one cm 

use the following properties of sinusoidd functions 

and the following property of Bessel function 1631 

One can rewrite the integral in T ,, by changing the variable #' = + u . Since the 

integration on $' represents the contribution of aii points over an angular range equal to 

2a, we are free to select the starting point in the integration. 

This inregml cm be simplified by re-arranging the sinusoidal terms in the integrand as 

follows 



The first term in (B-1 1) is an odd function of u and the integration over the angdar range 

wiU be zero. The second term is an even function of u . Therefore, using (B-8) and (B-9), 

T I ,  is equal to 

rcos u 
~, . (p ' )  =2r(a,sinn+-b,cosn+)(sinusinu)8 O du 

where a use has been made of 

Similarly for T2,  

(6, cos n ( @  + u)-a,, sinn(9 + u))cosu 
(B- 14) 

= (b,cosn$-ansinne) cosnucosu + (-b,sinn$-a,cosn$) sinnit cosu 

and 



where the following property of Bessel functions has k e n  used 

? cos u 
T 3 n ( p ' ) = [ ~ ( a n c o s n ( @ + u ) + b , s i n n ( 9 + u ) ) c o s u d  du 

-T cos u = 2r(a,cosn@ + b,sinn$)(cosnucosu)d du 
O 

using 

(a, cosn(@ + u )  + bn sinn($ + u))cos u 

= (ancos@ + b,sinn~)cosnucosu + (- ansinne + b,cosn~)sinnucosu (B- 18) 

and 



using 

(b ,  cosn($ + u)-a, sinn(@ + u))(-sin u) 

= -(b, cosne-a, sinne) cosnusin u - (-bn sinn@-ancosne) sinnu sinu (B-20) 



INTEGRALS FOR FAR- 

Appendix C 
I 

l 

To caiculate far-filed, first the integrations on p' is carried out, as they have closed 

form solutions. The first integral is calculateci using by writing the derivative of Bessel 

function of order n in terms of Bessel function of order n + l  and n- I  

where p = ko sin 9 . and the foiiowing integral is used 1651 



The next integral is taken from [65]. 

The last integrai is caiculated by writing the expansion of derivative of Bessel functions in 

terms of Bessel functions of lower and higher orders. 

Using the foiiowing properties of Bessel functions, 



the result of integration is 

Now the integrals in (4-52)-(4-55) can be simplified as integrals of a. 

where: 

The integrals of a cancel each other, and the result of integration is 

(C- 10) 
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